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Abstract
The growing awareness of depleting fossil fuels and climate change has motivated the elec-
tricity supply industry to constantly explore sustainable and scalable alternatives. Consider-
ing the innovation in generation technology alone, globally, the focus is on the integration
of Renewable Energy Sources (RESs), like solar and wind-based power generation into the
electricity grid. At the same time, deregulation has opened up various options to consumers
to optimise their own energy usage. However, both of these trends have started to transform
the paradigm of power system operation. Dealing with the highly volatile nature of RESs
and unpredictable load behaviour, has become a significant issue for grid operators. To-
day, the supply intermittency and uncertainty of RESs and load is associated with a higher
forecast error. Moreover, this supply uncertainty varies at different time scales, with higher
levels at the time scale of generation planning, (i.e. a day), and at reduced levels on the
time scale of control, (i.e., in seconds). Nevertheless, even in Real-Time (RT), the forecast
error coupled with sudden supply fluctuations can be large enough to impact the electricity
demand and supply balance significantly, which leads to poor frequency stability and in-
creased operational cost. In view of these issues frequency regulation services need to be
more flexible and capable of fast action to ensure system stability, and holistically designed
to ensure cost optimality. Apart from the uncertainty in demand and supply, the additional
important factor to the sub-optimal operational cost is a hierarchical approach of decision
making such as centralised Economic Dispatch (ED) for generation allocation followed by
local Automatic Generation Control (AGC) for frequency regulation.
x Abstract
In cognisance of these issues, the main objectives of this PhD project are to develop new
intelligent distributed control strategies for frequency regulation. These methodologies are
developed to improve the frequency response under volatile generation and load conditions
by using faster resources for regulation services, and to achieve optimal electricity dispatch
under system constraints in RT. These optimal control methods can potentially also defer
additional infrastructure investments and maximise the utilisation of RESs and the intercon-
nection network. The research is categorised into four sections.
As a first step to algorithm development, an Embedded Integrator based Distributed
Model Predictive Control (EIDMPC) scheme is developed, which utilises a fast acting De-
mand Response (DR) alongside Governor Response (GR) for frequency control. A system
model for each control area is first developed with DR and GR as manipulated input vari-
ables and the Area Control Error (ACE) as an output control variable. Then an EIDMPC
scheme is formulated to obtain an optimal linear feedback control law to achieve a high
computation speed, and the closed loop stability is assessed. The dependence of EIDMPC
on the communication network is discussed and a model to handle communication loss is
also given. The simulation studies are conducted on a two area interconnected power system
in MATLAB, and results are discussed, showing benefits of the EIDMPC scheme.
The second algorithm development addresses cost optimisation. Here, a centralised op-
timisation problem is formulated for an interconnected power system, which combines the
objectives of Economic Dispatch (ED) and Automatic Generation Control (AGC) in view
of the network flow thermal limits. A distributed AGC law is derived from the formulation
using a log-barrier approximation approach, which converges to a steady-state solution with
minimal distance from that of the centralised formulation. This AGC law namely, Network
Constrained Optimal AGC (NCOAGC), regulates frequency deviations in a cost-optimal
manner while restricting power flow in the tie-lines to be within their thermal limits. The
stability of the NCOAGC law is proven and numerical studies are conducted to substantiate
Abstract xi
the performance benefits.
Next, the research is extended to overcome the assumptions used in the development of
NCOAGC algorithm by considering practical aspects of an interconnected power system,
such as multiple generators and different generation technologies within a single control
area. The enhancements for NCOAGC are identified and an algorithm is proposed to find
the controller gains for NCOAGC under such scenarios. The algorithm is then tested with
dynamic bus voltages and nonlinear network flows by developing an interconnected power
system model with 4 control areas and 40 buses in the DIgSILENT PF 2017 simulation
platform.
Finally, a new dynamic control formulation is proposed to accommodate the generation
constraints in addition to the network flow thermal limits to the optimisation problem by
using a State Constraint Distributed Model Predictive Control (SCDMPC) scheme. The
SCDMPC also improves the dynamic optimal performance. A prediction model to handle
communication delay is developed and a functional observer to estimate the unmeasured
feed forward disturbance is also developed. Since the SCDMPC optimisation problem has
the input as well as state constraints, an algorithm is proposed to handle infeasible scenarios.
The infeasibility handling algorithm does not increase the number of unknowns and thus the
computation time is not impacted.
At the end, the thesis is concluded and scope for future research is identified.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The electricity supply system is vital to our modern lifestyle, and has a long history of
working efficiently and reliably to satisfy our energy demand. However, across the globe,
the massive use of fossil fuel based electricity generation has posed an unprecedented threat
of climate change. Increased focus on emission reduction has led to the international Paris
climate agreement under the Kyoto Protocol, which pushes developed nations to commit
to emission reduction targets [1]. Australia has a target of reducing emissions by 26-28%
from its 2005 level by 2030 [2]. This target represents a 50 to 52 percent reduction in emis-
sions per capita and a 64 to 65 percent reduction in the emissions intensity of the economy
between 2005 and 2030 [2]. In 2016, Australia’s electricity industry accounted for 35%
of green house gas emissions [3], without including the emissions associated with the fuel
transport and mining. Being a single source of large emissions, Australia’s goal of emis-
sion reduction is not achievable without transforming the electricity grid to accept other
non-polluting sources of generation such as wind, solar and hydro [4]. According to [5],
Victoria, the Northern Territory and Tasmania have set respective targets of 40% by 2025,
50% by 2020 and 100% by 2022 for renewable energy generation. Today South Australia
leads the nation with 47% of renewable energy penetration. According to International
Energy Agency, between 2017 and 2022, global renewable electricity capacity is expected
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to expand by over 920 GW, an increase of 43%. The manifold rise in Renewable Energy
Sources (RESs) is an essential element of the power system transformation towards a Smart
Grid (SG) [6] but it requires a new way of grid operation and control to guarantee optimality
and stability [7].
In this thesis, new operational methodologies for frequency regulation and for com-
bining Economic Dispatch (ED) and Automatic Generation Control (AGC) operations are
presented. However, first a brief background of the power system and its conventional op-
erational framework is given.
1.1 Overview of Power System
The main elements of a power supply system are generators, transformers, transmission
lines, substations, the distribution network, control centers and loads as shown in Fig. 1.1.
Conventionally, electricity is produced by a few large generators, located at one end of the
power grid. The generated power is carried by the high voltage transmission lines via step
up transformers to a substation. From the substation it is injected into the low voltage distri-
bution network via step down transformers to supply consumers. Overall traditional power
systems are monolithic structures designed for unidirectional power flows from generation
to consumption end as shown in Fig. 1.1(image source [8]).
Over a period of time as the demand for power and reliability grew small neighboring
power systems were interconnected to form state grids, then regional grids and eventually a
national grid as shown in Fig. 1.2 for Australian Eastern grid (image source [9]).
To operate and control a large scale grid reliably, an interconnected power system is
divided into subsystems to which a common generation control scheme is applied. Such
a subsystem is called as control area. The control areas are interconnected by means of
high voltage bi-directional transmission lines called as tie-lines as shown in Fig. 1.3. The
interconnected control areas can export and import power via tie-lines in times of surplus
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Fig. 1.1 Overview of a Conventional Power System
and deficit, and also to gain economic benefits. Inter area power transfer is vital for main-
taining the balance of demand and supply in the whole networked system. However, the
amount of power that can flow through the tie lines is restricted by their thermal overload
limits, also referred to as network capacity constraints [10]. The main benefits of such a
vertically integrated, monolithic structure are efficient planning and operation of the grid
due to deterministic nature of load predictability and supply controllability, offered by the
large generators based on hydro, thermal or nuclear technology. But as the power industry
shifts reliance from the cheap fossil fuel source to combat climate change, more Renewable
Energy Sources (RESs) are integrated into the electricity grid. RES generation in general
is not dispatchable, and unlike fossil fuels based generation, it is uncertain. It therefore
requires a new approach to power system operations, including, Unit Commitment (UC),
Economic Dispatch (ED) and Automatic Generation Control (AGC) to ensure stability and
cost optimality.
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Fig. 1.2 Interconnected Australian Grid
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1.1.1 Power System Operations
The successful operation of an interconnected power network requires all time matching of
total generation with total load demand and associated system losses. However, individual
control areas are continuously subjected to changes in the energy demand which impacts the
operating point of a power system, and continuous efforts are needed to avoid undesirable
effects such as a black out [11]. Power system operators use a hierarchical operation and
control strategy among UC, ED and AGC operations [7, 12] as shown in Fig. 1.4. UC being
the slowest process and primary frequency control or droop control being the fastest. The
UC and ED are formed as centralised cost optimisation problem and are responsible for
optimal dispatch of electricity while maintaining stability is the responsibility of distributed
dynamic control, such as AGC and droop control.
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1.1.1.1 Unit Commitment
The unit commitment (UC) operation selects the most economical combination of generat-
ing units to be in service and for how long during a 24 hours of scheduling period to meet
a forecast load demand while respecting generation and network constraints [12]. The UC
operation considers reserve and forecast load demand, spinning (no load) reserve, startup
and generation cost of a unit [11] to make the decision. Simultaneously the unit constraints
on minimum up time, minimum down time, startup, capacity and ramp rate and system con-
straints on network limits must be maintained. UC is a large-scale problem, often dealing
with hundreds of generating units in a region, making it difficult to find the optimal solution
in an acceptable amount of time. Several optimisation methods are currently used and many
more are being researched [13–15] for solving the UC problem.
1.1.1.2 Economic Dispatch
Economic Dispatch (ED) is again a centralised optimisation operation, which economically
allocates on-line units in the interconnected power system to meet a forecast demand for
the next 5 to 15 minutes, while satisfying various system constraints such as network limits
and generation capacity and Rate of Change (ROC) limits [12, 16, 17]. The ED operation
considers forecast load demand for the next cycle, spinning (no load) reserve, network or tie-
line flow thermal limits, and generation capacity and ROC constraints to make a decision.
So the units which were selected by the slow sampling UC operation are allocated the exact
amount of power to be generated for the next cycle, which typically ranges from 5 to 15
minutes. As a result, ED also decides the optimal tie-line power flows within their thermal
limits. In different jurisdictions, the ED sampling rate varies from 5 to 15 minutes. In
Australia’s National Electricity Market (NEM), a dispatch cycle runs every 5 minutes [18].
Once ED allocates the generation, the units in the system follow ED targets until the next
cycle.
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1.1.1.3 Automatic Generation Control
Power systems are continuously subjected to disturbances, including the ED interval due to
sudden load changes and system faults. Quick actions are needed to maintain a supply and
demand balance under such conditions. AGC is a fast reactive RT control, which does so by
regulating an Area Control Error (ACE) signal, which is a linear combination of frequency
and tie-line flow deviations [19]. In comparison to ED, which directly uses the forecast de-
mand to adjust the supply in order to balance the demand, AGC uses frequency deviation to
achieve the same balance. This is because, in RT the forecast demand is irrelevant and the
actual demand values are unknown. However, according to the physics of a synchronously
coupled power system, any imbalance between power demand and supply will be reflected
in the frequency deviation. Thus, a rise in frequency from 50 Hz will indicate an excess
of generation, while a frequency fall indicate a shortfall in generation. In addition, since
AGC regulates tie-line flow deviations to zero, any variation of demand in a control area is
met by varying the local generation set point in that control area. Thus, the AGC response
is localised to the control area, and in the steady state consequently, the demand and sup-
ply balance is achieved locally. In the next ED cycle, again a centralised dispatch engine
generates new targets for generation and inter-area exchange through the tie-line flows.
1.1.1.4 Operational Hierarchy and Optimisation
The time and structural hierarchy between ED and AGC execution separates the task of cost
optimisation from frequency control, even when both operations alter the same variables
(i.e. generation output) to achieve the same objective of maintaining demand and supply
balance. The main assumption for the validity of this separation is that the RT demand
disturbances between the two ED instants are small and have zero mean. This validity is
explained with the help of Fig. 1.5. For a unit generating X MWs at the T sample, let’s
say ED optimally allocates a target of Y MWs to be achieved before the next ED cycle at
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T +1. The generators usually follow these changes in a linear ramping fashion. However,
between the two instances as the demand varies, the AGC responds by varying the local unit
output in that area as shown in the black curve to control the frequency and tie-line flows.
Now since the usual AGC approach is to follow demand changes in a control area locally,
if the demand variations have zero mean, the generation variation also possess the same
characteristics and hence at the end of ED cycle the unit output stays close to the optimal
target, allocated by the previous ED calculations. The optimality, therefore, is not impacted
and the hierarchical operational methodology is justified when the demand variations are
deterministic. This has been the case of traditional power systems with a low penetration of
RESs.
X
Y
T T+1
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W
)
ED Samples
ED Targets
AGC response to demand change
Fig. 1.5 Sample Unit ED output
1.2 New Paradigm of Smart Grid
A Smart Grid (SG) as shown in Fig. 1.6 (image source [20]) can be defined as a system of
automation, control, communication, computers, new technologies & equipment, and moni-
toring & sensing working together with the electrical grid to respond digitally to our quickly
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Fig. 1.6 Overview of the Smart Grid
changing electricity demand [4]. Such a grid is very different from the unidirectional, ver-
tically integrated traditional power grid as shown in Fig. 1.1. In order to operate such a
sophisticated, flexible and complex grid, many critical and accurate runtime decisions are
required to be taken in coordination of all the distributed control points across the grid using
the data coming from the communication system. These decisions must ensure stability and
the optimality of the system’s operation. However, the ramped integration of RESs and DG
into the electricity grid, poses new complex operational challenges to the engineers due to
following [21]:
1. A reduction in the forecast accuracy due to the stochastic nature of loads and RESs [6],
2. A reduction in the RT availability of resource commitment for ED,
3. A reduction in the total inertia of the system through the replacement of rotating
machine based conventional generation [22],
4. Sudden and large supply fluctuations [23, 24] due to frequent weather changes on top
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of the existing load fluctuations and occasional faults,
5. Congestion of the transmission network in times of changing power flow patterns over
long distances especially when then RES plant are far from the load centers [25, 26].
These challenges have the power to affect all the operations in the electricity supply sys-
tem. For example the ED solution reached 15 or 10 minutes in advance would not have
considered significant changes in the wind power generation that can happen over this time
scales.
1.3 Motivation
As the RESs replace conventional generators, system inertia reduces and the Rate of Change
of Frequency (RoCoF) in the event of disturbance rises, which can cause stability prob-
lems [27, 28]. This gets aggravated by large fluctuation in RESs, and the RT balancing
effort by AGC not only uses more operational reserves [23, 29] but more flexible resources
are called for frequency regulation [30–32]. This increases the cost of Frequency Control
Ancillary Services (FCAS) [33–35]. To handle the large and sudden RES fluctuations, there
has been a lot of research to use Demand Response (DR) for frequency regulation [36], but
very few methods combine their responses with a traditional AGC response, which uses
conventional generators for frequency regulation. However, since conventional generators,
such as hydro and steam power plant, will continue to play a crucial role in frequency regu-
lation it is important to adopt a multi variable control approach for the design of distributed
controllers used in the individual control areas. Further to address the cost of regulation, an
optimisation based control decision making framework will offer considerable benefit.
Secondly, it is difficult to predict the power output of a wind or solar farm accurately for
the next day, hour or even on a scale of minutes [6, 37]. This leads to increased error in the
forecast demand. Hence the hierarchical philosophy of operation and control, as discussed
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in the Section 1.1, becomes sub-optimal. This is explained by using the Fig. 1.7, where
the small RT demand variation is superimposed on a ramping down disturbance in wind
generation, seen as a negative load for demand and supply balancing needs. Now, as the
AGC responds and the units in the control area follow the local disturbance, the output of
unit can be far from the ED allocated target, which leads to loss of optimality [38] as shown
in the Fig. 1.7. This is irrespective of the approach used for ED i.e. static or dynamic,
because the conditions that were not forecasted have occurred. The implication of this is
that the research performed independently on ED and AGC will not bring complete benefit,
when non-zero mean disturbances are introduced. From the market point of view such as the
NEM, this will impact the price to be paid to the participant [18]. Very few methodologies
address this issue as it needs to achieve optimal ED at the rate of AGC, which is practically
infeasible for the traditional methods of ED.
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Fig. 1.7 Sample Unit ED Output Indicating Divergence from Optimal ED
Finally, the localised AGC response in a control area, means that the interconnected
areas do not share generation for frequency regulation, even if the fluctuations are counter-
acting or self balancing. This is particularly true with geographically dispersed wind farms,
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for which the aggregated fluctuations are much lower when compared with the individual
area fluctuations [37, 39]. This has several downsides, including:
• Higher and fast acting operational reserve to compensate for the increased frequency
regulation requirements,
• Sub-optimal ED due to higher forecast error in demand,
• Under utilisation of the self-smoothing ability of wind fluctuations,
• Under utilisation of the network capacity, which can be improved by the use of Dy-
namic Line Rating (DLR) [25] .
In order to handle the increased forecast error, independent research exists in the area
of ED [40, 41] and on system stability [22, 42, 43]. Little research exists to accommodate
uncertainty within the optimisation operation of ED while assuring system transient, voltage
and frequency stability [44]. The problem is even more complex due to existence of network
constraints [15]. Some efforts in combining ED and AGC [38] exist, but this work did not
consider network or tie-line flow thermal limits.
1.4 Research Scope
The scope of the research conducted in this thesis covers the control and optimisation of RT
operations in a electricity grid under stochastic conditions and is divided into three sections
as follows:
1. Enable the participation of Demand Response (DR) in FCAS services in coordination
with the traditional service providers. This is well suited for the deregulated environ-
ment in a SG, where consumers have an option to utilise their smart devices and local
storage for grid services.
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2. Transform the existing research on connecting the ED and AGC operation so that it is
feasible for a real world application in a SG. The research focuses on combining ED
and AGC in the presence of tie-line flow thermal limits, and generation constraints
to reduce the cost of FCAS, which eventually optimises the overall cost of electricity
dispatch.
3. A theoretical extension of the proposed method using non-aggregated models for a
control area so that it is applicable in a power system with hybrid resources other than
steam generators. It aims to transform the theoretical development, discussed above
for a power system with diverse energy resources by proposing new control parameter
design algorithms. In addition, these ideas are confirmed using a simulation platform
on a commercial power system tool, DIgSILENT Power factory, to rigorously test the
developed methodologies on a 40 bus, four area interconnected power system similar
to the South Eastern Australian grid, having multiple resources with different types of
generation in each control area and actual non-linear system dynamics.
1.5 Thesis Objectives and Contributions
The main aims of the research presented in this thesis are to improve the control and eco-
nomic performance of frequency regulation operation in a SG under a high penetration of
volatile generation and loads, by suggesting optimal modifications to the allocated genera-
tion through AGC. The ultimate result is better frequency response by utilising DR along-
side Governor Response (GR) and optimal RT electricity dispatch according to the status of
loads and renewable energy fluctuations in the entire network by combining ED and AGC.
To optimally combine the DR and GR, a multi-variable optimal control approach is re-
quired, which requires less computation time in comparison to the controller sampling time.
Similarly, it is challenging to combine the two operations, ED and AGC, as they execute at
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different sampling rates, have different formulations (static and dynamic) and have struc-
turally different implementations (centralised and decentralised). However, since both ED
and AGC do the same job of maintaining the demand and supply balance by manipulating
the same variable i.e. the power output of the generation units, the result of two should be
as coherent as possible.
1.5.1 Contributions
The original contributions of the thesis are:
• A multi variable control scheme to combine the responses of distributed alternative
resources such as DR and traditional generator’s GR in AGC to improve frequency
response under sudden supply and load fluctuations.
• A generic Proportional-Integral (PI) control based methodology for distributed Net-
work Constrained Optimal AGC (NCOAGC), which achieves ED simultaneously.
The developed distributed NCOAGC law shares power between interconnected areas
while maintaining tie-line flow thermal constraints such that the steady state solution
of AGC is closest to ED. The theoretical developments consider an aggregated model
of a control area with steam generation dynamics to keep the derivation of the AGC
law simple.
• An extension of the developed distributed AGC law for non-aggregated models for
application in a power system with diverse energy resources within a control area.
Based on the required extension, an algorithm is proposed to design the optimal con-
troller parameters for the distributed AGC law.
• A simulation platform in a DIgSILENT Power Factory is used to test the AGC method-
ologies.
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• A Model Predictive Control (MPC) based methodology for the distributed optimal
AGC, to improve the dynamic performance and maintain network, generation capac-
ity and rate constraints within the control formulation, which achieves optimal ED in
RT.
The research promises to improve the frequency response in SG and optimise the RT dis-
patch cost while allowing increased integrated operation of RESs within the main grid.
1.6 Structure of Thesis
The thesis is divided into eight chapters.
Chapter 1 provides an overview of the conventional power system, it’s transformation
towards the SG and the challenges associated with a high penetration of RES in the SG.
Then, the motivation and the scope of the research are proposed.
Chapter 2 reviews the classical approach of power system control and the existing liter-
ature on ED and AGC to handle the large penetration of RESs in the SG environment from
a control and economic point of view, and the opportunity for research is determined.
Chapter 3 presents an Embedded Integrator based Distributed Model Predictive Control
(EIDMPC) scheme to utilise DR alongside GR for frequency control, in order to compen-
sate the sudden RES output fluctuations. A system model for each control area is first
developed with DR and GR as manipulated variables and Area Control Error (ACE) as an
output control variable. Then, an EIDMPC scheme is formulated to obtain an optimal lin-
ear feedback control law, that does not require online optimisation and saves computation
time. The dependence of EIDMPC on the communication network is then discussed and a
functional observer to handle communication loss is provided. The simulation studies with
DR and communication loss are conducted separately on a two area system in MATLAB
and the results are discussed to show the effectiveness of the EIDMPC scheme.
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Chapter 4 gives details of the step-by-step procedure of the derivation of a new Network
Constrained Optimal AGC (NCOAGC) law. An optimal ED problem is developed in such
a way that it’s gradient system respects network flow thermal constraints and mimics the
AGC dynamics for an aggregated control area model with steam turbines. The stability of
NCOAGC using a Lyapunov function, distance of the converged solution from that of the
original optimisation problem and the AGC operation within tie-line flow thermal limits are
also proved. Finally, a comparison study with the traditional and economic AGC schemes
is conducted.
Chapter 5 examines the NCOAGC law for application in a power system with control
areas having multiple generation resources and hybrid generation technologies. The theo-
retical enhancements are developed and an algorithm for the optimal controller parameter
design is proposed. Simulation studies on a 40 bus, four area interconnected power network
are conducted in DIgSILENT power factory to showcase the capability of the proposed
NCOAGC controller in the presence of voltage control loop dynamics and non-linear net-
work flows.
Chapter 6 provides details of the step-by-step procedure of the derivation of a new state
constrained based distributed MPC scheme for AGC to handle generation capacity, genera-
tion rate and tie-line thermal constraints. It explains how the coupling state constraints on
tie-line flows are formulated in a State Constrained Distributed Model Predictive Control
(SCDMPC) scheme. An algorithm to handle the infeasibility scenario is developed and an
observer is included to handle the unmeasured feed forward disturbances. Lastly, simula-
tion studies are produced to illustrate the effectiveness of the algorithm in comparison to the
ACE based DMPC scheme.
Chapter 7 is the discussion section of the thesis, where the significance of each state of
the investigation is discussed, and the thesis is concluded.
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1.7 Summary
This chapter has given an overview of the transformation of modern power systems to-
wards a SG, conventional power system operation, essential elements of the smart grid, and
challenges due to increasing RES penetration. The motivation and research scope of this
thesis has also been presented. In addition, the objectives and contributions of the thesis
are detailed. Finally, the organisation and the main content of each chapter has been briefly
summarised.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter the classical approach to the power system control is reviewed in order to
build the preliminary concepts required for the research proposed. Then a comprehensive
literature review of new operational methodologies to handle the large penetration of RESs
is presented. In Section 2.2 the new approaches for UC operation are discussed for com-
pleteness and a detailed review of ED and AGC methodologies is given in Section 2.3 and
Section 2.4 respectively. Towards the end of the chapter, in Section 2.5 the opportunities for
research are identified and the chapter is summarised in Section 2.6.
2.1 Classical Approach to Power System Control
Power networks are often interconnected in a ring or a radial topology. An example of a
4 area power system interconnected in a ring and a radial topology is given in Figs. 1.3(a)
and (b) respectively. In general, a power network with n control areas and t tie-lines can
be described as a graph, G (N ,T ), with sets N = {1, . . . ,n} of control areas and a set
T ⊂ N × N of tie lines that interconnect the control areas. The total number of tie-
lines, t, is found by using the adjacency matrix, Ad , which is a n×n matrix whereby each
element, ai j = 1 if nodes i and j are connected, otherwise ai j = 0. Considering a directed
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Fig. 2.1 Frequency Control Scheme in a Control Area
network by assuming, that if ai j = 1, then a ji = 0, the total number of tie-lines is given
by t = ∑ni=1 ∑nj=1, j 6=i ai j. The common assumption for the purpose of frequency control
are [19]:
• The high-voltage tie lines have negligible resistance,
• Voltage control loops are fast acting and hence the voltage at the area buses are con-
stant.
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The closed loop frequency control block diagram for a sample two area power system is
shown in Fig. 2.1. Usually a control area will have multiple governors (G j(s)), and turbines
(Tj(s)) but for frequency dynamics an aggregated representation is used. Using an aggregate
area model, (Fj(s)) the dynamics of deviation in frequency and power flow in tie line i j is
given by (2.1) and (2.2) respectively [19].
˙∆ f j = 1H j
(
∆Pj−∆L j −D j∆ f j−
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk +
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j
)
, (2.1)
˙∆Pi j = Bi j
(
∆ fi−∆ f j
)
, (2.2)
here, we represent the model by assuming that the power flow in the tie lines is directed,
i.e., if ai j = 1 then a ji = 0. Bi-directionality is achieved by allowing a negative sign for
a reverse flow. This is maintained in the Fig. 2.1 as well. For any area/node, j, power is
imported from a total of ji nodes, and is exported to a total of jk nodes, H j is the total inertia
constant, D j is the damping constant, ∆Pj is the deviation in turbine power, ∆L j are the load
variations, ∆ f j is the frequency deviation, and ∆Pi j is the deviation in power flow between
nodes i and j. For any tie-line i j, Bi j= ViV jxi j is the power transfer coefficient, where xi j is the
equivalent tie-line reactance and Vi is the ith node voltage.
The complete frequency control system consists of two controllers, a primary or droop
controller, and an AGC or secondary controller. These loops are shown in Fig. 2.1 with
primary loop in green and the AGC secondary loop elements in orange. The droop con-
troller takes local frequency deviation feedback and using a proportional droop gain, R j,
commands a turbine governor system to adapt around a set point quickly, which adjusts the
input mechanical power to the generator and stabilises the frequency. It is a completely
decentralised control structure and operates at the time scale of a few seconds. However,
being of proportional nature, it cannot bring the frequency back to it’s nominal value, and
hence this is the task of AGC.
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2.1.1 Automatic Generation Control of an Interconnected System
The AGC of an interconnected power system is also referred as Load Frequency Control
(LFC). It has two variables of interest, frequency and the tie-line flows, which determine
the power exchange between the interconnected areas. These two variables are linearly
combined to form a new non physical variable called the Area Control Error (ACE) as
in (2.3) with β j being the frequency bias for area, j [45]. AGC is primarily responsible
for controlling ACE to regulate both, the system’s frequency and the tie-line flows at their
nominal values. It is implemented as a distributed Proportional-Integral (PI) control scheme
among the control areas. The AGC action is determined by the the integral gain, K j, in the
controller dynamics (2.4). The controller output u j is then sent to a turbine governor system
with dynamics (2.5) and (2.6) respectively [19] for a thermal power plant.
ACE j = β j∆ f j +
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk−
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j, (2.3)
u˙ j =−K j(β j∆ f j +
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk−
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j︸ ︷︷ ︸
ACE j
). (2.4)
˙∆Pj =
−1
Tj
(
∆Pj−∆Pg j
)
, (2.5)
˙∆Pg j =
−1
Tg j
(
∆Pg j +
∆ f j
R j
−u j
)
, (2.6)
where, Tj is the time constant of the turbine, Tg j is the governor time constant, R j is the
droop characteristic constant, ∆Pg j is the deviation in governor output. The variable, u j is a
controller state variable and an input to the governor. Since the ACE is a function of both
frequency and tie-line flow deviation, AGC not only drives the frequency deviation to zero
but also restricts any deviation in the scheduled tie line power flow to zero. This is proved by
reverse engineering of traditional AGC in [38, Proposition 1]. The non-zero deviation in tie-
lines flow during AGC makes it evident that the total exports and imports from an area stay at
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their dispatch levels, therefore local demand deviations are met only by the local generation
changes to regulate frequency. So while it has been reported in [37, 39, 46] that with a high
penetration of RESs the total fluctuation is smoothed by the aggregation, the traditional AGC
does not allow control areas to counterbalance the fluctuations, if they have such a nature.
The consequences are twofold. Firstly, individual control areas spend more on Frequency
Control Ancillary Services (FCAS) as each of them reacts to the local load disturbances.
Secondly, it leads to under utilisation of both the connected RESs and the interconnection
network. Another disadvantage of a local ACE based AGC is the biased frequency control
under large demand and supply imbalance conditions when the disturbance is more than the
up and down reserve capacity, (u¯ j u j). This is discussed in detail in Chapter 6, Theorem 5.
Such disturbances occur due to a sudden load or generator trip in the traditional power
system. In case of a SG, a sudden wind gust can also lead to a large fluctuation.
Taking into account the above limitations of ACE based AGC, it is important to improve the
AGC methodologies to allow for inter-area power sharing in an optimal manner to handle
larger demand and supply fluctuations without risking the tie-lines overloading. However,
first a literature survey of the current research in the area of power system operation to tackle
the load and RESs uncertainty is presented.
2.2 Literature Review - Unit Commitment
A bibliographic survey of UC with various mathematical formulations over the period from
the 1970s until early 2000 is given in [47]. In later years as the penetration of RESs increased
the decision making process transformed to envisage both the economy and the reliability
of supply. As far as UC goes, it can be said that the current research to tackle uncertainty
challenges is divided into two approaches. The first and more widely used approach uses
a reserve adjustment method. It involves obtaining a commitment schedule based on the
demand forecast but requiring a much larger reserve capacity, an economically inefficient
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solution. The second approach uses stochastic programming [48–50]. In this technique the
wind forecast and corresponding error distribution are used to produce a single predicted
scenario and a large number of error scenarios for wind power generation. The large number
of scenarios is necessary to have confidence in the approach, but this significantly increases
the complexity of an already large-scale optimisation problem. Many more methods for UC
have been proposed such as [51], however considering the scope of the thesis of RT cost
optimisation, these methods are not described any further. Rather, the extensive research
available in the field of RT operations for the ED and AGC is the focus of this review.
2.3 Literature Review - Economic Dispatch
Traditionally, the ED problem in a power system is a deterministic optimisation problem
subject to necessary operational constraints such as security-constrained economic dispatch
(SCED) [52]. However, with stochastic RESs generation, the problem of maintaining supply
and demand balance has become stochastic and hence this optimisation requirement is very
challenging. In ED the major challenge due to the wind penetration is their volatile source
availability. In [53] a "here and now" load dispatch methodology was proposed, which
includes the probability of stochastic wind power in the constraint set. This helps to avoid
probabilistic infeasibility, which can occur through the use of the average value of random
variables for wind power in ED. This method relies upon the characterisation of the wind
power distribution. A case study for Illinois was presented in [54], and this study shows
that by using price responsive flexible demand, and probabilistic wind power forecasting,
the operation of electricity markets with large shares of wind power can be made more
efficient.
An adaptive robust optimisation methodology that was published in [55] introduces dy-
namic uncertainty sets to capture the intrinsic temporal dynamics and spatial correlations of
wind power. The uncertainty sets are then used in a two stage dispatch problem. The results
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will depend upon the development of uncertainty sets, which in turn depend upon the exten-
sive data. The robust ED in [56] divides the operating decisions on generation and reserves
into pre-dispatch and re-dispatch. The methodology ensures supply reliability but can pro-
duce conservative results in times of poor information on wind output. The look ahead,
robust optimisation formulations proposed in [57] considers wind power as a dispatchable
interval variable and thermal units as set point variables to handle uncertainty. It ensures
supply security within the wind generation in that interval but performance is limited for
moderate levels of wind power integration. The optimal approach for smart grid economic
dispatch (SGED) in [58] considers wind variability in a two stage optimisation formulation.
The first stage has all the generation including wind as fixed inputs and the second stage is
multi-objective, which tries to minimise the cost, system losses and deviation from the stage
1 solution for generator allocations with variability of wind power output in a range. How-
ever, the methodology does not address the real time variability issue because it primarily
works on the wind forecast, which is uncertain. Also the sampling time is not discussed for
the second stage optimisation.
Optimal Dynamic Dispatch (ODD) to handle uncertainty is reviewed in [17], which
has a look-ahead capability to schedule the loads beforehand and the dynamic ramp rate
constraints on the generators are maintained. However, with a large penetration of wind
this may lead to sub optimal results, if the forecast error is large. Reddy et.al. in [59]
has proposed a RT ED approach, which divides each dispatch interval into sub intervals
of 1 minute and optimises the nominal generation dispatch by considering the variability
over sub intervals, and adjusts the generation over these sub intervals using participation
factors. The method does not include AGC dynamics in its current form, and hence the
implementation of the generation adjustments is open ended. Some approaches such as [60,
61] also readjust the generation within an ED sample.
In order to reduce the cost of dispatch due to forecast errors and avoid wind curtail-
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ment, look ahead dynamic dispatch in the nodal market operations of the Electric Reliabil-
ity Council of Texas (ERCOT) system is proposed in [62]. This approach explicitly takes
into account the short-term wind and load forecast along with the ramping rates for differ-
ent generation technologies. The methodology has benefits compared to traditional ED in
times when the forecast error is low. However, since the decision rules use a range for the
wind generation, there can be adverse impacts for look ahead dispatch when the forecast
is inaccurate, or the inter temporal function is not determined well. Some of the draw-
backs of dynamic dispatch are discussed in [63]. The predictive ED formulation in [64] is
similar to [62] but uses Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition for optimization and has similar lim-
itations. The risk limiting dispatch discussed in [65] uses MPC with a 3 sample prediction
horizon but does not eliminate the forecast dependency completely. The high speed short
term predictive methodology in [66] utilises a very short-term load forecast to handle large
uncertainty but it does not consider the network flow constraints.
Another interesting and promising method to deal with the uncertainty of wind genera-
tion is given in [67]. This approach is based on the concept of a flexible dispatch margin,
where wind generators are responsible for handling their own variability and uncertainty.
The strategy in [68] proposes that wind is considered as a dispatchable resource in the Na-
tional Electricity Market (NEM) for the 5 minutes dispatch interval by using regulation of
the wind turbine power output. Wind turbines are usually under scheduled by the strategies
detailed in [67, 68] in order to maintain some reserve capacity for the RT needs. A novel
ramp rate constraint based approach for ED is explained in [69] to confirm supply reliabil-
ity under wind variability following a Rayleigh distribution. Many more new methods are
surveyed in [70]. Overall the current advancement in ED addresses uncertainty in RESs and
improves reliability, however from the point of view of impact on RT cost, the limitations
are:
• Due to the dependency on demand and wind forecast, their success is subjective to the
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accuracy of the forecast, which if low can cause issues as explained in Section 1.3,
• The operational hierarchy remains as in Section 1.1.1 as these methodologies are dis-
joint from AGC dynamics and hence when the unexpected fluctuations occur optimal
RT dispatch will be compromised
• Ignores the frequency dynamics and hence AGC is completely neglected, except for
partial consideration in [59].
• Stochastic ED methods promise to accommodate the forecast error in a superior fash-
ion, however, these are computationally expensive techniques.
In regard to these issues, enhancements proposed in AGC to handle sudden fluctuations and
uncertainty associated with RESs will now be reviewed.
2.4 Literature Review - Automatic Generation Control
The extensive research conducted in the area of AGC has many facets such as, implemen-
tation strategies, control concepts, models for AGC, algorithms, observer design, and opti-
misation. Nevertheless, it can be widely put under two categories, with innovations in the
Smart Grid (SG), and control concepts. A very detailed analysis of the wide range of the
research over the period from the 1950s until early 2000 is covered in [45]. The more re-
cent literature pertaining to the RES penetration in a SG environment, and the economics of
AGC will be covered in detail.
2.4.1 Frequency Regulation in Smart Grid
In a Smart Grid environment, the RES intermittency can occur suddenly due to a cloud cover
or changing wind-pattern, and furthermore the residual load can vary rapidly. This situation
is significantly different for a thermal power plant to control frequency compared to the
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slow occurring load variations. In [71] it was shown that new assets with faster response
time such as distributed community storage (DCS) and Demand Response (DR) should be
used to mitigate the impact of sudden changes. This also means that the faster and flexible
generation technologies such as gas turbines [30] will have a bigger role to play in fre-
quency regulation when thermal power plants are replaced or are incapable of responding
for the need. At the same time, the push from the technological innovation and increased
deregulation [72] has allowed for new markets and new possibilities for regulation services.
Today, the Frequency Control Ancillary Service (FCAS) participants are no longer limited
to a handful of centrally located governors but are distributed to multiple entities across the
network [7, 73]. The existing literature includes, Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs),
storage facilities, wind farms, solar farms, and Demand Response (DR) for frequency con-
trol.
2.4.1.1 Frequency Regulation using Demand Response
The multiple DR participants [36, 74–76] are the prosumers who can interact through a vir-
tual aggregator [7, 77] and can contribute to FCAS by means of communication and control
as discussed in Chapter 3. Their role in operations such as Unit Commitment (UC) and
Economic Dispatch (ED) is already investigated in [49, 78, 79]. Reference [80] discusses
the opportunities that exist in the ancillary service markets in each US Independent System
Operator territory and identifies challenges to market participation for DR resources.
DR can include responses from fast load shedding, battery energy storage, electric ve-
hicles and customers loads. Reference [81] proposes a control algorithm for optimal fre-
quency regulation through direct control of both generators and DR, while addressing the
practical implementation issues, such as communication delays. In [75] a randomised al-
gorithm is proposed to solve the frequency oscillation problem using DR but it does not
focus on the inter area exchange. In [82] a combined decision making algorithm for Plug-
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in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs), controllable thermal household appliances under a
duty-cycle coordination scheme, and a decentralised combined-heat-and-power generation
unit to track a LFC signal is proposed. The distribution of the control action among the
participating units is performed by an aggregator using MPC, which respects the system
constraints. In addition to the individual dynamic behavior, the varying availability of the
units during the day is taken into account. However, as the methodology depends upon the
tracking of a load frequency control (LFC) signal, if the LFC signal is not optimal, then
the results will not be optimal. More research in the area of DR, storage and PHEVs for
frequency regulation is given in [83–86].
2.4.1.2 Frequency Regulation using Battery Energy Storage System
Fast technologies like battery energy storage are well suited for the frequency regulation in
a SG environment due to their almost instantaneous response time. In [87] a multi-scale
co-optimisation problem is solved to produce a charging response for frequency regulation
at a time scale of 2 seconds and economic base point for energy arbitrage. However, the
governor response is not included, which is still an important part of frequency regulation.
In [88] a genetic algorithm is used to design the control gain for a Battery Energy System
(BES) to control the frequency. Other fast technologies include Plug-in Hybrid Electric
Vehicles (PHEV) or Electric Vehicles (EV), for frequency regulation are also proposed [89].
2.4.1.3 Frequency Regulation using Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle
An hierarchical MPC scheme for energy management in a Smart Grid (SG) is discussed
in [90, 91]. These methods do not connect with the AGC, and the dynamic response of
turbine governors is also neglected. On the other hand, since in current systems gover-
nors play a major role in the frequency regulation through AGC, there is a need to look
at the combined response. The methodology proposed in [92] supplements AGC with a
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fast responding resource of a electric vehicle Battery Swapping Stations (BSS). It uses an
aggregated steam turbine generator model for a control area for AGC.
2.4.1.4 Frequency Regulation using Wind Farms
Looking at the role of wind farms in frequency regulation also provides interesting solutions.
A coordinated control of blade pitch angle of wind turbine, and PHEVs for load frequency
control of a microgrid using MPC is proposed in [93]. Wind farms are expected to support
frequency control in [94] by providing emulated inertia. In [95] two different models for
wind turbine set point control for AGC participation are discussed. Supervisory control
schemes with wind farms are discussed in [96].
Today the trends in academic research coupled with the technological and market ad-
vancements are promising to use multiple resources for frequency regulation in a deregu-
lated environment. Interested readers can find vast amounts of research conducted in the
area of LFC summarised with a review in [97, 98]. However, apart from the comparative
benefits and drawbacks, which are described in the above mentioned papers, the current
research methods primarily focus on improving the control performance by responding at
a faster rate to handle stochastic conditions caused by the RESs. These methods are either
suggested in isolation of ED or are minimally connecting. Hence the issue due to large
forecast error as discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.3 is not addressed and the economics
of AGC remains unattended. The recently published Optimal Load Control (OLC) method
in [36] for frequency regulation minimises the cost of frequency regulation while keeping
the total tie-line flow from an area at its scheduled dispatch value. The methodology is one
of the best in addressing the economics and system constraint requirements, however, it is
disconnected from the governor dynamics and AGC, and maintains the thermal limits on the
tie-line flows by using an additional distributed computation block for OLC, which makes
it complex.
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2.4.2 Control Concepts
To the classical AGC scheme [19] new features have been added as research in control
theory progressed. The robustness against parameter variation is dealt in [99–101] and an
adaptive self tuning regulator was proposed in [102]. The sliding mode control methodology
was favored due to the natural benefit of robustness against uncertainty [103–105]. To
name a few control advancements, the intelligent and advanced methods for AGC included
application of artificial neural networks [106], fuzzy logic [107], genetic algorithms [108],
a flatness based approach [109], MPC [110] and sliding mode control [111, 112].
The idea of optimal control for AGC came as early as 1970 [113, 114], which though
utilises the optimal control concept but did not include the cost component directly as per the
needs of today’s RESs penetration. Also the feasibility of an optimal AGC scheme requires
the availability of all state variables for feedback. To overcome this limitation, observer
design was proposed in [115]. Later the optimal power flow was appended to the original
AGC problem [116, 117]. In the first decade of the 21st century, the advanced methods
for AGC, combining minimisation of generation/input effort (indirectly control cost) and
frequency deviations, using MPC were proposed. Use of MPC for AGC is an attractive idea
as this technique enables an optimisation criteria and broad range of constraints [118, 119]
within the AGC response. However, before reviewing MPC based AGC schemes a brief
explanation on MPC is provided first.
2.4.2.1 Model Predictive Control Scheme
An MPC scheme refers to a class of algorithms that compute the trajectory of manipulated
variable adjustments to optimise the future behaviour of a plant. This class of algorithms has
been developed since the 1970’s and has received wide application in the process industries.
The main MPC strategy is explained using Fig. 2.2 in the following steps [120–123]:
1. At sample time k, the state and output are predicted over a predefined prediction hori-
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Fig. 2.2 MPC Strategy
zon, Np by using the current state, x(k) and past input u(k−1) in a dynamic model of
the system. The state evolution is given by ˆX(k+Np) = [xˆ(k|k), xˆ(k+1|k), . . . , xˆ(k+
Np|k)] and output as ˆY (k+Np) = [yˆ(k|k), yˆ(k+1|k), . . . , yˆ(k+Np|k)]. This is shown
in the blue curve in Fig. 2.2.
2. The error in the predicted output, ˆY (k+Np|k) from the reference is then calculated
over the horizon as: ε(k+Np) = Rs− ˆY (k+Np), where Rs =
Np︷ ︸︸ ︷
[1 1 . . .1]r(k)
3. An objective function, J(U,ε,k) = ε(k+Np)Qε(k+Np)T +U(k+Nc)RU(k+Nc)T ,
of quadratic nature is then minimised in an optimiser to find the sequence of future
control moves, U(k+Nc) = [u(k|k),u(k+1)|k), . . .,u(k+Nc|k)] over a control hori-
zon, Nc, as shown by the red plot in Fig. 2.2.
4. Only the first move, i.e., u(k|k) from the optimal sequence U(k+Nc) is applied to the
plant and at the next sample, k+1 the same sequence is repeated.
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Fig. 2.3 Components of MPC
In the velocity form of MPC [124], instead of U(k+Nu) a sequence of ∆U(k+Nu) is
optimised. This form has a proven benefit of disturbance rejection [125].
2.4.2.2 Components of MPC
All the MPC algorithms consist of some common components as shown in Fig 2.3. These
elements include a dynamic model for prediction, error correction, and an optimiser. The dy-
namic model is used to predict the output or states over a prediction horizon, Np as discussed
above. A chosen model shall fully capture the system dynamics to calculate the predictions,
while at the same time, it must be simple for theoretical analysis. The error correction
block calculates the distance, d(k), of predicted states, ˆX(k) from the measured values of
the states, X(k). The error between the two is then used to correct the state predictions over
the horizon. These errors in prediction exist due to model uncertainty or unmeasured feed
forward disturbances. In times when the measurements are not available an observer is used
to correct the predictions [126]. Once the corrected predictions are available, an optimiser
is called to minimise the objective function as discussed above.
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2.4.3 AGC using MPC
Different MPC based schemes [32, 127–130] have been proposed for AGC in the last
decade, each having its own benefits and drawbacks. The centralised implementation in [130]
uses MPC in a supervisory mode to develop a hierarchical two-level power system load fre-
quency control strategy with standard PI controllers at the bottom level. The benefit of such
an approach is that the control strategy remains in operation even if any failure happens
in the higher level control layer. Another approach in [32] replaces traditional PI control
with a centralised MPC scheme. The Centralised MPC (CMPC) scheme is not practical
for online use in a large power system due to high communication and computational in-
frastructure and suffers from control failure risk during communication failure. Distributed
MPC (DMPC) formulations are suggested in [127–129] [131], to tackle the drawback of
high communication and computational requirements of centralised MPC for a large power
system. A comprehensive summary of various distributed implementations of MPC for
AGC can be found in [110]. Wind turbines are included in the DMPC response in [132]
and parameter uncertainty is investigated. Due to the error correction block, MPC has an
inherent ability to tackle model uncertainty and unmeasured disturbances. In [133] an addi-
tive signal generated from a MPC algorithm was added to the traditional secondary control
system, in order to optimise their performance.
The DMPC and CMPC schemes improve the dynamic response but since the control
variable is the ACE, these schemes converge to a local optima where a traditional PI based
AGC will also converge. Thus a better set point at the steady state from the ED point of
view is not obtained. In addition, due to Area Control Error (ACE) approach, the tie line
flow values stay at their scheduled values and a biased control is possible in times of large
disturbances. Furthermore the ability of self smoothing wind fluctuations is lost. A cost
optimal AGC scheme will be one which can combine the objective of ED and AGC and this
requires the ability to allow the tie-line flows to vary during the AGC cycle.
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2.4.4 Economic AGC
The PI-based economic AGC schemes reported in [38, 134] partially combine the ED and
AGC objectives, as these methods allow the tie-line flows to vary optimally. In addition,
they utilise the self-smoothing property of geographically distributed wind generation [39]
to optimise the cost of control. The methodology in both papers begins with a static optimi-
sation problem formulation and uses a primal dual approach to solve optimisation problem
to derive a dynamic control law for AGC. However, [38] does not consider the thermal ca-
pacity constraints on the tie-lines, and [134] achieves network congestion management by
keeping the total tie-line flow from an area at its scheduled dispatch value but individual line
flows are not considered. A more recent publication by the same group [135] decomposes
the joint problem that optimises both slow timescale ED resources and fast timescale fre-
quency regulation resources and uses market mechanisms to coordinate the two. However,
there is no discussion on tie-line flows limits. The thermal capacity constraints of individual
tie-lines are considered in [136] but only for a two area system. In [137] a frequency aware
ED is proposed to combine AGC and ED by incorporating the dynamics of frequency into
the standard ED formulation. This makes the optimisation problem more complex, and due
to high computational needs samples at 1 minute intervals are used, not at the 2 - 4 second
range like AGC. The methodology is promising but the dynamic model does not consider the
actions of AGC despite a non-zero frequency deviation. Cooperative and non-cooperative
game theory based approaches are illustrated in [138], with an emphasis on optimisation
but again, their performance in the presence of tie-line flow constraints is not investigated
in the cooperative game approach, and in the non-cooperative game approach tie line flow
constraints are avoided by controlling the deviation to a set point of zero, which compro-
mises optimality. In [110], the idea of varying and constraining the coupling variables, such
as tie line flows is identified as a complex problem. In [139] a feedback controller is de-
signed such that the closed-loop equilibria of the power system solves the optimal economic
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dispatch problem, however it only considers a single area system, with no discussions on
tie-lines flows and their thermal limits.
2.5 Opportunity for Research
2.5.1 Opportunity for using Demand Response
Based on the existing research discussed in Section 2.4.1 there is an opportunity to combine
the DR and AGC response to achieve the aims of frequency regulation, by controlling ACE
by using an EIDMPC scheme. In this thesis, we attempt to connect DR and Governor Re-
sponse (GR) via AGC by using a velocity model of DMPC in Chapter 3. The loads used for
DR are assumed capable of communicating with a control center, namely an aggregator, and
responding to a control command therefore actively participating in power system control.
Such an advanced EIDMPC control methodology to supplement AGC with DR has not yet
been investigated.
2.5.2 Opportunity for New AGC Strategy
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 list the pros and cons of ED and AGC approaches respectively. An ideal
control methodology tends to combine the pros from both ED and AGC so that the generator
set points obtained from AGC are minimally deviated from ED set points. Currently, the
independent enhancements in ED and AGC can only help partially because, ED is optimal
for the forecast conditions, and on the other hand AGC reacts to real conditions but is not
optimal as summarised in Table 2.2. The isolated advancements proposed so far in AGC to
handle uncertainty are focussed on improving control performance without consideration to
cost. The unification of two by the current economic AGC methods are practically infeasi-
ble due to incomplete models, or compromises optimality when the total scheduled tie-line
flows from an area are maintained constant. Last, but not least, none of the methods except
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for the economic AGC approaches look at the inherent solution in the self-smoothing na-
ture of wind generation in the geographically spread wind farms. However, the major gap
in these methods is no consideration to the network flow thermal limits, which can cause
overloading and a thermal breakdown of a tie-line. In addition, during the large disturbance
times due to sudden loss of generation or load, the generation limits may hit the bound and
can lead to biased frequency control due to forced saturation of governor valves. The non-
compliance of the generation and network flow thermal limits by the economic AGC is an
opportunity to conduct further research. Utilising the DLR and self-smoothing behavior of
wind generation to optimise the operational cost of SG while maintaining the generation
and network flow thermal limits is therefore the main aim of the AGC strategies developed
in the thesis.
Table 2.1 ED Pros and Cons
Pros Cons
Proactive optimisation Discrete and static
Centralised optimisation High computational resources
Maintains system constraints Not robust against high forecast error
Holistic decision making forecast conditions are optimised
Table 2.2 AGC Pros and Cons
Pros Cons
Continuous and Dynamic control Local decision making
Real Time Distributed control Sub-optimal
Low computational resources Does not considers system constraints
2.5.3 Opportunity for Theoretical Development of AGC Schemes
The new methods of frequency regulation in a SG, which utilise alternative resources for
FCAS completely ignore the diverse range of turbine-governor (TG) based conventional
generators active in frequency regulation via AGC. On the other hand, the AGC new method-
ologies as discussed in Section 2.4.2 assume an aggregated model of a control area. For a
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long period this had been a non critical issue when static PI controllers were designed for
AGC off-line for individual technologies. However, with more advanced methods, such
as MPC and economic AGC the dynamics of a generation technology needs to be con-
sidered in the theoretical development and RT use of controllers. Some of the new meth-
ods [140–146] for AGC consider diverse resources in AGC, but these studies did not focus
on improving the economic performance of the AGC. On the other hand the economic AGC
schemes [38, 134, 136, 147] are not developed for diverse resources within a control area.
Nevertheless, with the increasing RES penetration levels across many power networks other
technologies such as gas turbines are being used for frequency regulation due to their fast
response characteristics [148] and it becomes utmost important to examine the optimal AGC
methods against a non-aggregated model of a control area with hybrid generation resources
for frequency regulation. This thesis will explore the optimal AGC algorithms for these
conditions.
2.5.4 Opportunity for Implementation of AGC Schemes
The recently published AGC methods are validated by conducting simulation studies that do
not consider Power System Stabilisers (PSS) and Automatic Voltage Regulators (AVRs) in
the generator control. This is a valid assumption if the voltage control loops act much faster
than the AGC loops. However, in some of the literature [149, 150] this interaction is shown
as non negligible during dynamics. This makes it essential to investigate the advanced
methodologies against real scenarios in a real application. Furthermore, many of these
simulation studies are limited to simple load dynamics and linear network system dynamics.
In this thesis, PSSs & AVRs, resistance in hi-voltage tie-lines, and dynamic load models
in a large size simulation study are developed in the DIgSILENT Power Factory tool. Wind
farm models are developed by using DFIG based wind turbine generators and are included
as non-dispatchable supply, which does not play an active role in AGC.
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2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the fundamental mathematics of traditional ACE based AGC has been pre-
sented. A comprehensive literature review of ED and AGC in a SG environment has been
discussed. The underlying assumptions used in the development of existing AGC method-
ologies are investigated to identify the opportunities for research.
The chapter shows that a large amount of research exist and is ongoing to improve the
dispatch cost and frequency control efficiency of a SG under volatile operating conditions.
However, the isolation of current research in the area of DR from GR and in ED from AGC
leaves scope for further improvising the output of frequency control operation, which is
detailed in Section 2.5. The rest of the chapters that now follow will focus on the solutions
to these key issues through different optimisation and distributed control methods.

Chapter 3
Combined Demand and Governor
Response Based Frequency Regulation1
3.1 Introduction
When a smart grid operates in a deregulated environment along side smart devices, exten-
sive communication, sensing, and computation infrastructure [4], Demand response (DR) is
a viable option to provide fast frequency response to counter the sudden RES output fluc-
tuations. However, very few methods propose DR in combination with AGC which uses
Governor Response (GR) for frequency regulation. Until today, an Embedded Integrator
based Distributed MPC (EIDMPC) scheme is not investigated for combined DR and GR
based frequency control.
In this chapter a EIDMPC scheme is developed to restore the frequency and inter-area
power flows to their nominal values by using a combination of DR and GR. The choice of
MPC scheme is natural for a multi-variable control problem where control effort minimi-
sation is also desired. An EIDMPC provides further benefits of robustness against plant-
1The work in this chapter is published as: Ragini Patel, et al "Frequency Regulation using Optimal De-
mand and Governor Response in a Deregulated Environment". in 2017, 43rd IEEE Industrial Electronics
Conference. Oct. 2017, pp. 7439-7444.
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model mismatch and unmeasured feed forward disturbances [124]. The DR is assumed to
be provided by the fast responding consumer loads by using an aggregator as discussed in
Section 3.2. In order to include the DR for FCAS, each control area dynamic model is mod-
ified to include both, DR and GR as manipulated input variables in Section 3.3. The new
model is then used in an EIDMPC formulation, developed in Section 3.4. A distributed op-
timal linear feedback control law is derived from the EIDMPC formulation and its stability
is proven. Finally, in Section 3.5 the algorithm is tested on a power network with two areas
interconnected by means of a tie line. The results show that by choosing DR the frequency
response not only improves, but also the total cost of frequency regulation reduces.
The multiple controllers in EIDMPC co-ordinate to reach an optimal solution by ex-
changing the states information with the neighboring interconnected areas through a com-
munication network. In order to handle communication loss a functional observer is pro-
posed in Section 3.6. A simulation study to validate the observer performance is also given
in this section, followed by the summary of the chapter in Section 3.7.
3.2 DR Implementation using an Aggregator
The smart load devices providing DR are indisputably distributed in the network. Therefore
in order to implement DR an aggregator [7], acting as a virtual power plant is utilised. By
assuming an aggregator in the market the need to individually control multiple devices at the
load points in the network is avoided. In addition, an existing distributed AGC framework
with added communication with the aggregator can be used, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Here
the traditional AGC is achieved by an EIDMPC. The aggregator in this structure forms
a lower level control to distribute and broadcast control signals to the individual resources
which have contracted to provide DR. Under this environment it becomes essential to ensure
the safety of the participants. The aggregator is therefore made aware of system states
and operational bounds of the controllable loads by the communication channels shown
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in red in Fig. 3.1. The limits for DR, are known to the aggregator, which can be shared
by the participant in RT for every AGC sample and can be implemented in the EIDMPC
formulation as input constraints.
3.3 System Dynamics with Combined DR and GR
As illustrated in Section 2.4.2.2, in a MPC scheme, the system model is an important part
of the controller and therefore a system dynamic model is first developed. The dynamics of
frequency deviation, given by (2.1) are directly coupled with the transients in the intercon-
nected areas, ji and jk through variables ∆Pi j and ∆Pjk. Let us assume that ji+ jk =Nrj then
by defining ∆Ptiej =−∑ jii=1 ∆Pi j+∑ jkk=1 ∆Pjk and including the DR into frequency dynamics,
the dynamic system model in (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) and (2.6) is modified to:
˙∆ f j = 1H j
(
∆Pj−∆L j−D j∆ f j−∆Ptiej +udj
)
, (3.1)
˙∆Pj =
−1
Tj
(
∆Pj−∆Pjg
)
, (3.2)
˙∆Pjg =
−1
Tg j
(
∆Pjg +
∆ f j
R j
−u
g
j
)
, (3.3)
˙∆Ptiej =
Nrj
∑
r=1
(B jr
(
∆ f j−∆ fr
)
), (3.4)
Please note that the notation for governor input in (3.3) is changed to ugj from u j in (2.6)
to differentiate it from the DR, udj , which appears in the frequency dynamics directly. The
contribution from the controllable loads, udj is assumed to be very fast compared to the
sampling time of the controller and GR, which is limited by the time constants of the turbine
and governor. However, a dynamic model of these resources can be added if this condition
is not satisfied. Here, the focus is on developing the EIDMPC methodology by neglecting
the dynamics of the controllable loads. Using ∆Ptiej =−∑ jii=1 ∆Pi j +∑ jkk=1 ∆Pjk in (2.3), the
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new equation for the ACE is obtained as:
ACE j =
(
β j∆ f j +∆Ptiej
)
(3.5)
This change of notation from −∑ jii=1 ∆Pi j +∑ jkk=1 ∆Pjk to ∆Ptiej is adapted to keep the expla-
nation simple.
3.4 EIDMPC Scheme for Frequency Regulation using DR
and GR
To clearly discuss the proposed control algorithm, the following assumptions are made:
1. The sampling interval is larger than the computation time so that all the distributed
controllers compute the control moves simultaneously ,
2. Controllers communicate after computing the control moves in every sample time
step to share the latest state of the control area with their neighbours. The case with
communication network latency is discussed separately in Section 3.6,
3. local states x j(k), j = 1, 2, . . . ,n are measurable at the sampling instant k, k > 0.
As discussed in Section 2.4.2.1, for any MPC scheme a dynamic model of the system is
required to predict the output error over a predefined future horizon so that it is minimised
by a dynamic optimiser. A discrete model is therefore first developed for the system in (3.1) -
(3.5) as follows:
xm j(k+1) = Am jxm j(k)+Bm ju j(k)+Erm jx
r
m j(k)+ Fm j l j(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Load disturbance
, (3.6)
y j(k) =Cm jxm j(k), (3.7)
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where, xm j(k) ∈ Rns is the vector of local states, [∆ f j(k), ∆Pj(k), ∆Pjg(k), ∆Ptiej (k)]T and
ns is the numebr of states in each control area. Variable, l j(k) is the load disturbance, and
y j(k) = ACE j(k) for area j. Vector u j(k) ∈ R2 represents the input vector, [udj ugj ]T . Vector
xrm j ∈ R
ns×Nrj represents all the states in all the physically connected, Nrj neighboring areas.
The matrix Erm j is the coupling matrix given by (3.8). Since the control areas are coupled by
the physics of the power flows in the tie-lines it is important to include this coupling in the
dynamic model of the individual control areas to keep the prediction accurate. It is evident
that if communication is available with the neighboring areas, the model in (3.6) will give
a complete state vector for each area j. However, since the feed forward load deviations,
l j(k) are not measurable, the state predictions from (3.6) will be inaccurate. To get rid of
any unknown feed forward disturbances an embedded integrator based model is developed
in the next section [124].
Erm j =

03×3 03×1 . . . 03×3 03×1 . . . 03×3 03×1
−B j1 01×3 . . . −Br1 01×3 . . . −B jNrj 01×3

 , Nrj > 1 (3.8)
3.4.1 Model with an Embedded Integrator
Defining,
∆xm j(k+1) = xm j(k+1)− xm j(k),
∆u j(k) = u j(k)−u j(k−1),
∆l j(k) = l j(k)− l j(k−1),
∆xirj (k) = xirm j(k)− x
ir
m j(k−1),
and taking a difference operation on both sides of (3.6) leads to:
∆xm j(k+1) =Am j∆xm j(k)+Bm j∆u j(k)+Fm j∆l j(k)+Erm j∆x
r
m j(k), (3.9)
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Now appending the model states in (3.9) with output variable, y j(k), leads to [124]
x j(k+1)︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆xm j(k+1)
y j(k+1)

=
A j︷ ︸︸ ︷
 Am j 0Tm
Cm jAm j 1


x j(k)︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆xm j(k)
y j(k)

+
B j︷ ︸︸ ︷
 Bm j
Cm jBm j

∆u j(k)+
Fj︷ ︸︸ ︷
 Fm j
Cm jFm j

∆l j(k)
+
Erj︷ ︸︸ ︷
 Erm j
Cm jErm j


xrj(k)︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆xrj(k)
yrj(k)

, (3.10)
where, 0m is a row vector with dimension equal to the number of states, ns, in any area j.
The output equation is then given by:
y j(k) =
C j︷ ︸︸ ︷[
0m 1
]
,

∆xm j(k)
y j(k)

, (3.11)
The system of equations in (3.10) - (3.11) thus represents a model for each area j coupled
with neighboring areas Nrj . It is to be noted that the eigenvalues of (3.10) are the same
as the eigenvalues of the original system in addition to one eigenvalue on the unit circle,
corresponding to the output variable y j(k+ 1). Hence if the original system is stable and
detectable, the model with the embedded integrator will retain both properties [124]. Due
to the presence of local primary/droop frequency control in each area for frequency stabil-
isation the power system model is assumed as open loop stable [19]. Please note here that
every area has one output variable, y j and two input variables, u j = [udj u
g
j ]
T
.
3.4.1.1 Benefits of an Embedded Integrator
Rejection of load disturbances: Under the assumption that the feed forward load distur-
bance satisfies, l j(k+ 1) = l j ( k ), then the ∆l j(k) becomes, zero in (3.10) and hence the
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change in the load disturbance, ∆l j(k) in (3.10) can be neglected to write the new prediction
model as (3.12).
x j(k+1) = A jx j(k)+B j∆u j(k)+Erjxrj(k), (3.12)
y j(k) =C jx j(k), (3.13)
where, x j is defined as [∆xm j(k) y j(k)]T . Please note that disturbance rejection is a natural
consequence of the embedded Integrator model. Hence with communication availability
and known initial conditions the predicted values of the state variables according to (3.12)
will give the true state of the system.
Rejection of plant model uncertainty: Similarly on considering an uncertainty in the
model parameters, integral action in the controller is desirable to obtain a good output re-
sponse without any offset. This integrator within the MPC framework is a natural conse-
quence of the system of equations in (3.10), which calculates ∆u j(k), rather than control
u j(k) [124]. This will not be the case with the traditional model in (3.6) and usually a dis-
turbance estimator or observer design will be required to mitigate the impact of parametric
uncertainty.
3.4.2 State and Output Predictions
In an MPC scheme the prediction of the future state, x j(k+ 1|k), x j(k + 2|k), . . ., x j(k +
Np|k) and output variables, y(k+1|k), . . .y(k+Np|k) are used to calculate the future error,
ε(k+1|k), . . . ,ε(k+Np|k). By using the model in (3.12) - (3.13) and the measured value of
x j(k) and xrj(k), the state at k+ 1 is first estimated by using (3.12). Then the future states
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over the samples, k+2 to Np are estimated using (3.14) - (3.16)
xˆ j(k+2|k) = A jxˆ j(k+1|k)+B j∆u j(k+1)+Erj xˆrj(k+1)
= A2jx j(k)+A jB j∆u j(k)+B j∆u j(k+1)
+A jErj xˆrj(k)+Erj xˆrj(k+1), (3.14)
xˆ j(k+3|k) = A3jx j(k)+A2jB j∆u j(k)+A jB j∆u j(k)+B j∆u j(k+2)
+A2jErj xˆrj(k)+A jErj xˆrj(k+1)+Erj xˆrj(k+2), (3.15)
.
.
.
xˆ j(k+Np|k) = A
Np
j x j(k)+A
Np−1
j B j∆u j(k)+ . . .
+ANp−Nc−1j B j∆u(k+Nc−1)+A
Np−1
j E
r
jx
r
j(k)
+ . . .+ANp−1j E
r
j xˆ
r
j(k+Np−1). (3.16)
Define vectors for kth sampling instant as
ˆX j(k) = ˆX j(k+1,Np|k) =
[
xˆ j(k+1|k)T xˆ j(k+2|k)T . . . xˆ j(k+Np|k)T
]T
,
∆U j(k) = ∆U j(k,Nc−1|k) =
[
∆u j(k)T ∆u j(k+1)T . . . ∆u j(k+Nc−1)T
]T
,
ˆXrj(k) = ˆX rj (k,Np−1|k) =
[
xrj(k)T xˆrj(k+1)T . . . ∆xˆrj(k+Np−1)T
]T
.
The vector ˆXrj has the predicted value of the state over the horizon, Np, in the physically
connected neighboring areas except for the sample time k, which is the actual state value
available via the communication channel. Hence if communication is available then by
using (3.14)-(3.16) the output dynamics over the prediction horizon Np can be written in a
compact matrix form as
ˆY j(k) = G jx j(k)+Φ j∆U j(k)+Γrj ˆXrj(k), (3.17)
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where,
G j =
[
C jA j C jA2j . . . C jA
Np
j
]T
;
Φ j =


C jB j 0 . . . 0
C jA jB j C jB j . . . 0
.
.
.
C jA
Np−1
j B j C jA
Np−2
j B j . . . C jA
Np−Nc−1
j B j


;
Γrj =


C jErj 0 . . . 0
C jA jErj C jErj . . . 0
.
.
.
C jA
Np−1
j E
r
j C jA
Np−2
j E
r
j . . . C jA
Np−Nc−1
j E
r
j


.
In the prediction model given by (3.17) the impact of the current state and of the predicted
states in the neighbouring areas is treated as a disturbance. At he same time, the future
states, xˆrj(k+1)T , . . .∆xˆrj(k+Np−1)T are yet to happen, which will be further impacted by
the control moves yet to be calculated in those areas. Hence, these are removed from the
prediction model, which leads to:
ˆY j(k) = G jx j(k)+Φ j∆U j(k)+Γrjxrj(k), (3.18)
where,
Γrj =
[
C jErj C jA jErj . . . C jA
Np−1
j E
r
j
]T
.
This lets us keep the impact of states at the kth sampling instant in the neighbouring areas to
be included in the prediction model of the controller, j. Under the assumption of sampling
time being more than the computation time for each EIDMPC, the individual controllers can
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broadcast their own states and also collect the neighbouring areas measured state prior to the
computation. This is possible assuming the neighbouring area communication is faster than
a centralised communication scheme of Wide Area Control (WAC) as the areas can directly
interact with each other. Such requirements necessitate that the individual controllers in the
EIDMPC are fast and it is achieved by developing a closed form solution of the dynamic
EIDMPC optimisation problem. A case with communication network loss is discussed later
in Section 3.6
3.4.3 Optimisation Problem for EIDMPC Scheme
The general design criterion of model predictive control is to optimise a cost function by
designing a trajectory of a future manipulated variable u over Nc samples based on the pre-
dicted future behavior of the plant output y over Np samples [121, 123]. However, in the
case of EIDMPC, the future incremental manipulated variable ∆u are designed instead of u.
Different control strategies in power systems regulate the ACE of individual areas given
by (3.5) to the set point of zero under load disturbances. In MPC this objective is extended
by regulating the predicted ACE in (3.17) over the prediction horizon. In addition to reg-
ulating the output, MPC also allows the control action to be minimised by appending the
objective function with the control cost. Hence the complete objective function for an indi-
vidual area controller in EIDMPC scheme is formulated as follows:
J j = ( ˆY j)T ¯Q j( ˆY j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
error cost
+∆U j(k)T ¯R j∆U j(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
input cost
, (3.19)
where ¯Q j and ¯R j are a non-zero matrices with dimension of Np×Np and (2×Nc)×(2×Nc)
respectively. By substituting for Y j from (3.18) and minising the quadratic cost function
in (3.19) in the absence of constraints, an optimal future control trajectory is obtained by
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satisfying the Karush-Khun Tucker conditions, which leads to [125]
∆U j(k) =−(ΦTj ¯Q jΦ j + ¯R j)−1ΦTj ¯Q j(G jx j(k)+Γrjxrj(k)), (3.20)
which is in the form of linear time invariant state feedback control as below:
∆u j(k) =−k f j x j(k)− kc jxrj(k), (3.21)
where k f j , kc j are the first rows of the matrices K f j , Kc j respectively, as given below.
K f j = (Φ
T
j ¯QrΦ j + ¯R)−1ΦTj ¯QG j, (3.22)
Kc j = (Φ
T
j ¯QΦ j + ¯R)−1ΦTj ¯QΓrj. (3.23)
Notice that the above matrices only depend on the plant model parameters, thus they are
constant matrices for linear time invariant systems.
3.4.4 EIDMPC Algorithm
In computing the optimal solution, each local controller exchanges state information with
its neighbors, thereby improving the performance of local subsystem. This strategy could
achieve a better performance than that using local performance optimization index. This
exchange of information and computation is given in the Algorithm 1.
3.4.5 Stability of EIDMPC Scheme
In a centralised MPC scheme with the linear feedback law of (3.21), to guarantee stability
the performance parameters such as the prediction horizon, control horizon and the weight-
ing matrices ¯Q and ¯R are tuned so that the eigenvalues of the closed loop system matrix,
A−Bk f are inside the unit circle of the complex plane and on the desired locations. There is
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Algorithm 1 EIDMPC Algorithm
for j = 1 to n do
initialise x j(0)
calculate y j(0)
end for
for k = 1 to Simulation Time do
for j = 1 to n do
measure local states x j(k)
broadcast x j(k) to the neighbouring areas
collect xrj(k) from the neighbouring areas
end for
for j = 1 to n do
calculate ∆u∗j(k) using (3.21)
update control move u∗j(k) = u j(k−1)+∆u∗j(k) of control area j
j ← j+1
end for
implement control move u∗j(k) in each control area
k ← k+1
end for
little computational demand in the unconstrained form of MPC since all gain matrices can
be calculated off-line [125]. For a distributed MPC scheme such as EIDMPC having neigh-
bourhood coupling and the control law in (3.21), the stability is established by studying the
centralised model state evolution, which is given by:
x(k+1) = Ax(k)+B∆u(k), (3.24)
y(k) =Cx(k), (3.25)
where, vector x(k) represents the full system state vector given by, [x1(k) x2(k) . . . , xn(k)],
and vector u(k) has inputs from all the control areas, given by [u1(k) u2(k) . . . , un(k)].
The vector y(k) has outputs from all the control areas, given by, [y1(k) y2(k) . . . , yn(k)].
The matrix A is the state transition matrix of the whole system formed by combining the
matrices A j and Erj , ∀ j = 1, . . .n, the output matrix, C = diag[c1, c2, . . . , cn] and the
input matrix, B = [B1, B2, . . . , Bn].
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Theorem 1. The distributed control law in (3.21) is asymptotically stable for a centralised
system in (3.24) i f f |λi(Asys)| < 1,∀i = 1, . . . ,n×ns, where Asys = A−B(K f +Kc) is the
closed loop system matrix and ns is the number of states in each area.
Proof. Since the neighbourhood areas states, xrj(k)∈ x(k), a transformation can be given for
each area j such that:
xrj(k) = Tjx(k), (3.26)
where Tj = [(a j1+ai j)Ins , (a j2+a2 j)Ins , . . . , (a jn+an j)Ins ], ∀ j = 1, . . . ,n, and ai j. Here
a ji are the elements of the adjacency matrix explained in Chapter 2. Using (3.26) in (3.21)
we can rewrite
∆u j(k) =−k f j x j(k)− kc jTjx(k). (3.27)
In addition, x j(k)∈ x(k), therefore by appending the control moves in (3.27) for all n control
areas we get:
∆u(k) =
K f︷ ︸︸ ︷
diag[k f1, k f2, . . . , k fn ]x(k)+
Kc︷ ︸︸ ︷
[kc1T1, kc2T2, . . . , kcnTn]T x(k) (3.28)
under the assumption that all controllers calculate their control moves simultaneously, sub-
stituting (3.28) into (3.24) gives:
x(k+1) = Ax(k)−BK f x(k)−BKcx(k), (3.29)
which gives
x(k+1) = (A−B(K f +Kc))x(k). (3.30)
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The closed loop system in (3.30) can now be written as:
x(k+1) = Asysx(k). (3.31)
Which proves the theorem.
The matrix Asys depends upon the tuning parameters, ¯Q j, ¯R j,Nc,Np, which allows one
to design them in advance as an off-line exercise to guarantee the stability.
3.5 Simulation Results on a Two Area Power System
Simulation studies are conducted for two scenarios on a two area power system with data
given in Table 3.1 [127]. The power transfer coefficient between the two areas is 2.5. The
prediction horizon is 50 with a sampling time of 1 sec. In both scenarios the results of
EIDMPC with DR and GR are compared against the EIDMPC with only GR by studying
the frequency, tie line flow, the ACE and the turbine response. The cost functions in the
two methods are also compared for both scenarios. The limits on the governor valve for
GR are ±0.4 p.u. and for DR are ±0.2 p.u., which are implemented in plant simulations as
saturation limiters.
Table 3.1 Generation Parameters for Control Areas
Area, j M j D j Tj R j Tg j β j
1 35.0 2.0 20.0 0.16 15.0 27.0
2 10.0 2.75 10.0 0.12 5.0 36.08
3.5.1 Scenario 1
In scenario 1, a load disturbance of 0.25 p.u. in area 1, and -0.35 p.u. in area 2 are injected as
shown in Fig. 3.2(a) and (b) respectively. The disturbance is designed to investigate the dy-
namic response of two EIDMPC formulations, with and without DR. The results are given
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Fig. 3.2 Scenario 1: Load Disturbance and Control efforts
in Figs. 3.2 - 3.4. Compared to the EIDMPC scheme, which has no DR support, the pro-
posed EIDMPC scheme with GR and DR shows improved frequency recovery in terms of
the maximum frequency deviation (nadir) and settling time as shown in Fig. 3.3(a) and (b).
The stress on the governor-turbine system is also reduced due to the fast ACE recovery (see
Figs. 3.3(c) and (d)) and no input saturation as shown in Figs. 3.2(c) and (d) in the case of
combined GR and DR. In addition, the turbine and governor oscillations are avoided in the
combined GR and DR case as seen in Fig. 3.4 (c) and (d). The cost function for the two
cases are compared in Fig. 3.4(a). The cost function is calculated using equation (3.19) with
¯Q = [50 50] and ¯R = [0.05 0.05] for AGC without DR and ¯R = [0.05 0.05;0.05 0.05] for
AGC with DR. The tie-line power flow in the interconnection between area 1 and 2 is shown
in Fig. 3.4(b). In the case when GR is supplemented by DR, the tie-line flows return to their
nominal values much faster, which helps in avoiding overheating. The increased cost and
control performance benefits in the AGC with DR approach are due to the utilisation of the
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fast response capability of the DR.
3.5.2 Scenario 2
In scenario 2 a sudden load disturbance, which is more than the local GR limit in area
1 is injected as shown in Fig. 3.5 (a). The scenario is designed to investigate the steady
state response under large disturbances, which can occur due to faults, such as the loss of
a generator or a wind gust. The results are given in Figs. 3.5 - 3.7. Compared to the case
without DR, the proposed EIDMPC scheme with DR shows improved frequency recovery
in terms of both dynamic response and steady state error as shown in Fig. 3.6 (a) and (b).
In addition, there is no input saturation seen in the EIDMPC scheme with DR as shown in
Fig. 3.5(c) and (d). The instantaneous cost function value of the proposed EIDMPC for a
simulation time of 100s is found to be only 11 percent of the total cost function value for
EIDMPC without DR. The plots for the same condition are shown in Fig. 3.7(a). Again the
reduced cost and bias free control performance benefits in the EIDMPC scheme with DR
approach are due to the utilisation of the fast response capability of the DR.
3.6 Handling Communication Loss in EIDMPC Scheme2
The control law in (3.21) depends upon the availability of the states in the neighbouring
areas to accurately predict the errors in the output. However, in a deregulated market with
more flexible communication networks [151–154] a communication link failure is possible.
In this part of the chapter, a decentralised model for each control area and a functional
observer are proposed, which helps to accurately estimate the contribution of the states in
the neighbouring areas. Firstly, in Section 3.6.1 the local area control model is modified
2The work in this section is published as: Ragini Patel, et al "Handling Communication Loss in Auto-
matic Generation Control using MPC", in 2016 IEEE Innovative Smart Grid Technologies - Asia (ISGT-Asia)
Conference. Nov 2016, pp. 436-441,
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in such a way that all the model states are local variables by finding an alternate means to
represent the coupling state, Ptiej in the model (3.1) - (3.4). In the new model to achieve
an ACE j = 0, the regulation problem becomes a reference tracking problem for which the
reference estimation method is presented in Section 3.6.2.
3.6.1 Decentralised Model for AGC
Considering the continuous and distribtued model given by (3.1) - (3.4), the neighbouring
areas states, ∆ fr appear in the dynamics of the deviation in total scheduled tie line flows,
∆Ptiej . However, the state ∆Ptiej may not be locally measurable and thus all the states in
the distributed model are not locally measurable. In order to overcome this situation, first
a decentralised model is developed for each control area in such a way that all the model
states are locally measurable. Using the relationship between power flow and load angles of
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two areas gives:
∆Pi j = Bi j(∆δi−∆δ j), (3.32)
which when used in (3.1) to replace ∆Ptiej leads to the following dynamic system
˙∆ f j = 1H j
(
∆Pj−D j∆ f j−∆L j −
∆Ptiej︷ ︸︸ ︷
Nrj
∑
i=1
Bi j∆δ j +
Nrj
∑
r=1
B jr∆δr
)
, (3.33)
˙∆Pj =
−1
Tj
(
∆Pj−∆Pjg
)
, (3.34)
˙∆Pjg =
−1
Tg j
(
∆Pjg +
∆ f j
R j
−ugj
)
, (3.35)
˙∆δ j = ∆ f j, (3.36)
In (3.33) - (3.36) the states in the left hand side represent only the local variables. The cou-
pling with the neighbouring states, ∆δr is moved to the frequency deviation dynamics, which
is locally measurable. Please note that, in the absence of a communication signal the dif-
ference between the calculated frequency from (3.33) and its measured value will show the
aggregated error due to unmeasured load disturbances and communication loss. However, in
the EIDMPC scheme used in the controller development the unmeasured load disturbances
are avoided as explained in Section 3.4.1.1. Now since the model structure in (3.33) - (3.36)
facilitates easy estimation of lost communication signals, a discrete state space model with
same structure is developed by using the simple relationship x˙ j =
x j(k+1)−x j(k)
Ts to facilitate
the observer development. However, the sampling time is reduced, which is justified for a
closed form of control law with no dependence on the communication signals. The discrete
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model is then given by:
∆ f j(k+1) = ∆ f j(k)+ TsH j (Pj(k)−D j∆ f j(k)− γ j∆δ j(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
LocalStates
− ∆L j(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
LocalDisturbance
+
Nrj
∑
r=1
Bi j∆δr(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
CommunicationSignal
),
(3.37)
∆Pj(k+1) = ∆Pj(k)+
−Ts
Tj
(∆Pj(k)−∆Pjg(k)), (3.38)
∆Pjg(k+1) = ∆Pjg(k)+
−Ts
Tg j
(∆Pjg(k)+
∆ f j(k)
R j
−ugj(k)), (3.39)
∆δ j(k+1) = ∆δ j(k)+Ts∆ f j(k). (3.40)
Where, γ j = ∑N
rj
i=1 Bi j. The output is defined as a linear combination of local states:
y j(k) = β j∆ f j(k)+ γ j∆δ j(k). (3.41)
In order to achieve the same objective of regulating ACE j to zero with the output in (3.41)
the reference for the output is defined as:
R j(k) =
Nrj
∑
r=1
Bi j∆δ (r)(k), (3.42)
It is evident that when y j(k) = R j(k), the signal β j∆ f j(k)+ γ j∆δ j(k)−∑N
rj
r=1 Bi j∆δ (r)(k) =
ACE j = 0. However the reference signal R j(k) is not known locally. In order to estimate it,
first the control law with the R j(k) is given and then the equation for R j(k) is obtained in
the following section.
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3.6.2 Control Law with Observer Design
Using the model in (3.37) - (3.41) and steps given in section 3.4 the closed form solution of
the EIDMPC problem is derived as:
∆u j(k) = (ΦTj ¯Q jΦ j + ¯R j)−1ΦTj ¯Q j(Rj(k)−G jx j(k)−Ψ jν j(k)), (3.43)
where, Rj(k) is the column vector of reference variable of dimension equal to the prediction
horizon and matrix Ψ j is given by:
Ψ j =


C j 0 . . . 0
C jA j C j . . . 0
.
.
.
C jA
Np−1
j C jA
Np−2
j . . . C jA
Np−Nc−1
j


.
The vector ν j(k) is the vector of mismatch between measured and estimated values of states
in area j calculated at sample k over the prediction horizon, Np. The error at k sample is
given by:
e j(k) = x j(k)− xˆ j(k), (3.44)
and assuming e j(k+1) = e j(k) the vector of mismatch over the horizon is given by:
ν j(k) = [e j(k) e j(k) . . . e j(k)]Tns×Np. (3.45)
The first element in the vector ν j(k) in (3.45) shows the error in the frequency estimate as:
ν f j(k) = ν j(1)(k), (3.46)
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By using (3.46) and (3.37) the reference signal R j(k) in (3.43) is then calculated as:
Rj(k) = ν f j(k)
H j
Ts
[1, 1, . . . , 1]TNp, (3.47)
which when used in (3.43) gives the control input sequence for sample time k and the first
row of control input vector obtained from (3.43) gives the control input for current sample,
k.
3.6.3 Simulation Study
The simulation study is conducted on a two area model used in Section 3.5 for the distur-
bance scenario 1. Two simulations are conducted under communication loss occurring at
k = 5s. In first case the controller (3.21) is used with no observer and in the second case the
controller in (3.43) with reference and mismatch estimation is simulated. The results are
shown in Figs. (3.8) - (3.10).
It can be seen that both the EIDMPC schemes perform exactly the same until the com-
munication loss occurs at t = 5s beyond which the difference in response starts to develop.
The performance of EIDMPC with the control law (3.21) starts to deteriorate with a biased
control output as seen in the plots in Fig. 3.9 (a) - (d). It is because there is no way for the
controller to compensate for the communication signal loss within the output predictions.
However, in the case of EIDMPC scheme with controller (3.43), the control objectives are
achieved and frequency and tie-line flows maintain their nominal values.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter an easy to implement linear time invariant state feedback form of the control
law based on DMPC with an embedded integrator has been developed, which optimises
the DR and GR response in order to achieve the objectives of secondary frequency control.
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A decentralised model with an embedded integrator for every control area is developed by
considering the coupling with neighboring areas. It is shown in the results that the opti-
mal control law is successful in rejecting unknown disturbances and optimising the control
effort. Such a control scheme is worth exploring with practical scenarios so that the DR par-
ticipation can increase in FCAS. DR participation from PHEVs, EVs and OLC, is widely
explored currently and the developed EIDMPC methodology can be expanded to include
these to obtain a fast and optimal control, which is implemented using an aggregator busi-
ness model. In addition, the model is modified by utilising the relationship between tie line
flows and load angles to convert the EIDMPC scheme as a reference tracking problem so
that it is independent of the communication network latency or failure.
Chapter 4
Combined Economic Dispatch and
Automatic Generation Control under
Network Constraints1
4.1 Overview
In Chapter 3, an EIDMPC approach is proposed to optimally combine DR and GR in order
to provide fast frequency response to tackle the sudden RES output fluctuations. However,
the sub-optimal cost of control due to the large forecast error is not addressed, as the EI-
DMPC methodology works locally to regulate ACE. This chapter therefore, presents a dis-
tributed PI based AGC law to combine ED and AGC under network constraints. It begins
with a static and centralised optimisation formulation to augment the minimal cost objec-
tive of ED with the frequency regulation objective of AGC in the presence of demand and
network constraints. The combined formulation allows optimal generation allocations and
power-sharing between the interconnected control areas while restricting the power flow in
1The work presented in this chapter is published under the title "Optimal Automatic Generation Control of
an Interconnected Power System under Network Constraints", IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics,
vol. 65, no. 9, pp. 7220-7228, 2018.
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tie-lines within their thermal limits. The thermal limits can be dynamically decided in every
ED cycle according to the Dynamic Line Rating (DLR). In order to adhere to the tie-line
flow thermal limits, constraints are added on a set of non-physical auxiliary variables, but
not on the tie-line flows directly.
The static formulation is then carefully engineered by using a logarithmic barrier func-
tion approximation method to derive a dynamic optimisation system, which on convergence
satisfies all the constraints of the main problem and is optimal. From the dynamic optimisa-
tion system a distributed AGC law is derived by carefully designing the Lagrange multipliers
for the dynamic system. The designed AGC law uses the PI framework for implementation
and holistically utilises generation and disturbances in all the interconnected areas by op-
timally sharing power among the control areas in RT. The holistic nature of the control
achieves self-smoothing of wind fluctuations among geographically spread wind farms and
helps in reducing the regulation reserves, thus reduces the cost of RT power system opera-
tion. In comparison, to [38] the tie-line flow thermal limits are always maintained, which
is the main contribution of this chapter. Numerical example studies are presented to show
the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The work is primarily founded on the barrier
methods approach of handling the box constraints in optimisation problems [155].
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 includes the proposed formulation
of Network Constrained Optimal AGC (NCOAGC) for an interconnected power system,
derivation of a distributed AGC law and the proof of its stability. It is also shown, that
the distributed AGC law converges to a solution within the tie-line flow thermal limits.
Simulation results are given in Section 4.3 and a summary of the chapter in Section 4.4.
4.2 Network Constrained Optimal AGC
It is noted that the operations cost optimisation by using the network and generation re-
sources is the responsibility of ED, which is solved as a centralised optimisation problem.
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Similarly, in order to optimise cost and network utilisation during control, there is a need for
a centralised control strategy, which can allocate and share power among areas optimally in
RT. However, due to several reasons, such as the unavailability of measurements (demand
disturbances) at the AGC time scale, the rationality of the solution with the dynamics of tur-
bine and governor, and the substantial computation and communication requirements, it is
infeasible to use a centralised optimisation solution for AGC. Considering the practical lim-
itations of using the centralised optimal control, a distributed but optimal control strategy
is developed, which converges to a solution having minimum distance from a centralised
optimal solution, while adhering to the tie-line flow thermal limits, as in ED.
4.2.1 Problem Formulation
For a meshed interconnected network, with n control areas and t tie-lines, define:
• a set N , of all nodes, such that N = {1, . . . ,n},
• a set, T = {(1,2),(2,3), . . .,(n−1,n)} ⊂N ×N of all tie-lines,
• a set, r j = {(1,2), . . . ,(m− 1,m),(m,1)} for every group of directed tie-lines which
form a ring topology within the meshed network such that rr ⊂ T ,
• a set of all the ring topologies, ξ = {r1, . . . ,rr} in the network.
For such a network an objective function to minimise the generation deviation cost and
frequency deviation is given by (4.1) [38]. The cost function, C j(∆Pj) is of quadratic na-
ture of the form α j∆P2j +β j(∆Pj)+ c j. This objective function combines the goal of cost
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minimisation in ED and frequency deviation minimisation in AGC as marked in (4.1).
F = min
x
∑
j∈N
C j(∆Pj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ED
+ ∑
j∈N
D j
2
(∆ f 2j )︸ ︷︷ ︸
AGC
. (4.1)
Considering only the quadratic term in the objective function and adding the important
constraint of maintaining the balance between demand and supply, the formulation becomes:
F = min
x
∑
j∈N
α j
2
(∆P2j )︸ ︷︷ ︸
ED
+ ∑
j∈N
D j
2
(∆ f 2j )︸ ︷︷ ︸
AGC
, (4.2)
s.t.
∆Pj = ∆L j +D j∆ f j +(
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk−
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
export & import
, (4.3)
Now if ∆L j = 0, then the above convex optimisation problem can be reverse engineered
to converge at ∆P∗j = 0, ∆ f ∗j = 0 and ∆P∗i j = 0,∀i j ∈ T . This satisfies the ideal needs.
However, considering the constraint in (4.3), if ∆L j 6= 0 then the variables, ∆Pj, ∆ f j and ∆Pi j
will assume an optimal value on convergence, which may not be zero. This optimal solution
for ∆P∗j , ∆ f ∗j and ∆P∗i j will not be acceptable as it doesn’t guarantee a system frequency of 50
Hz. In order to tackle this problem [38] adds another constraint using a set of non-physical
auxiliary variables, γi j, ∀i j ∈ T as in (4.4).
∆Pj = ∆L j +
jk∑
k=1
γ jk−
ji∑
i=1
γi j, (4.4)
The convex optimisation problem (4.1) - (4.4) can be solved using the Lagrange method
to lead to a solution which satisfies ∆ f ∗j = 0 for any load deviations [38]. However, the
solution for ∆P∗j and DeltaP∗i j will possess the following issues:
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1. The solution, ∆P∗i j may lead to power sharing between areas, without any restriction
on the tie-line flows, which can lead to a thermal breakdown,
2. The optimisation formulation is of centralised nature and cannot be solved due to
unavailability of information on RT demand disturbances, ∆L j,
3. The solution, ∆P∗j due to its static nature, may not be achievable by the dynamics of
the power system, given in (2.5), and is implemented using a controller.
To handle the issues, 2 and 3, the problem in (4.2) - (4.4) is solved using the primal dual
methodology in [38], which leads to a dynamic system of equation having a distributed AGC
law. However, the formulation still cannot address issue 1, which is of very high importance
as a single thermal breakdown in a tie-line, can lead to a cascading effect and can eventually
cause a blackout. As a first part an extension of the formulation in (4.2) - (4.4) is proposed
by including the constraints:
γ i j ≤ γi j ≤ γ i j, ∀i, j ∈T , (4.5)
∑
i, j∈r j
γi j
Bi j
= 0,∀r j ∈ ξ , (4.6)
where, for tie-line i j, γ i j and γ i j are the minimum and maximum limits on the power flow
deviations to avoid a thermal breakdown. These limits are determined dynamically in every
ED sample by considering the tie-line flow nominal values. The box constraint (4.5) ensures
that at the optimal solution the value of γi j,∀ i j ∈ T do not exceed tie-line flow limits. A
constraint, (4.6) exists for every r j ∈ ξ . In case when the entire network connection is only
in a radial topology as shown in Fig. 1.3(b), the formulation (4.3) - (4.5) is sufficient to
maintain the the tie-line flow thermal limits and when the entire network is in a ring topol-
ogy (see Fig. 1.3(a)), the formulation (4.3) - (4.6) is needed with only a single constraint of
the form (4.6), that contains all the tie lines in the network. For all other cases, the formula-
tion (4.3) - (4.6) with the appropriate number of constraints of the form of (4.6) are needed
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to ensure that the tie-line flow deviations ∆Pi j converge to γi j, ∀i j ∈ T , as shown in the
following sub-sections.
4.2.2 Dynamic Control Law for the Distributed AGC
Combining the box constraint (4.5) by using a logarithmic barrier function with the objective
function in (4.2), the new objective function is given by (4.7). The use of a logarithmic
barrier approximation is a common methodology for converting box constraint problems
into unconstrainted problems [155].
B = ∑
j∈N
α j
2
(∆Pj)2 + ∑
j∈N
D j
2
(∆ f j)2− ∑
i, j∈T
σ
(
log(γ i j− γi j)+ log(γi j− γ i j)
)
, (4.7)
where σ is a small positive number. The error due to the logarithmic barrier approximation
depends upon the value of σ and is bounded to be 2σ t, which is proved in Theorem 2.
Finally, the constrained formulation consisting of (4.7), (4.3) - (4.4) and (4.6) is converted
into an unconstrained problem by using the Lagrange multipliers λ j,µ j and ζr j as below:
LB = ∑
j∈N
α j
2
(∆Pj)2 + ∑
j∈N
D j
2
∆ f 2j + ∑
j∈N
λ j(∆Pj−∆L j−D j∆ f j−
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk +
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j)
+ ∑
j∈N
µ j(∆Pj−∆L j −
jk∑
k=1
γ jk +
ji∑
i=1
γi j)− ∑
i, j∈T
σ
(
log(γ i j− γi j)+ log(γi j− γ i j)
)
+ ∑
r j∈ξ
ζr j ∑
i, j∈r j
γi j
Bi j
. (4.8)
The optimisation problem is of a convex nature, which means the Karush Kuhn Tucker
(KKT) condition will be sufficient to guarantee the optimal solution, i.e. the gradient
in (4.9) - (4.15) will be zero at the optimal solution [155]. The gradient of the Lagrange
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function in (4.8) is:
∂LB
∂∆ f j = (∆ f j−λ j)D j, (4.9)
∂LB
∂λ j
= ∆Pj−∆L j −D j∆ f j−
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk +
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j, (4.10)
∂LB
∂∆Pj
= α j∆Pj +λ j +µ j, (4.11)
∂LB
∂ µ j
= ∆Pj−∆L j −
jk∑
k=1
γ jk +
ji∑
i=1
γi j, (4.12)
∂LB
∂∆Pi j
= λ j−λi, (4.13)
∂LB
∂γi j
= µ j −µi +
σ
γ i j− γi j
−
σ
γi j− γ i j
+ ∑
r j∈ξ
i f f i j∈r j
ζr j
Bi j
, (4.14)
∂LB
∂ζr j = ∑i, j∈r j
γi j
Bi j
,∀r j ∈ ξ . (4.15)
At the optimal solution, (4.9) - (4.15) satisfies:
(∆ f j−λ j)D j = 0, (4.16)
∆Pj−∆L j−D j∆ f j−
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk +
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j = 0, (4.17)
α j∆Pj +λ j +µ j,= 0 (4.18)
∆Pj−∆L j−
jk∑
k=1
γ jk +
ji∑
i=1
γi j = 0, (4.19)
λ j−λi = 0, (4.20)
µ j −µi +
σ
γ i j− γi j
−
σ
γi j− γ i j
+ ∑
r j∈ξ
i f f i j∈r j
ζr j
Bi j
= 0, (4.21)
∑
i, j∈r j
γi j
Bi j
= 0, ∀r j ∈ ξ . (4.22)
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Solving (4.16) gives, ∆ f ∗j = λ ∗j . However, by imposing ∆ f j = λ j for all iterations, the
variable dynamics obtained from (4.9) - (4.15) follows a primal dual implementation of the
Interior Point Method (IPM) [156] given by:
˙∆ f j = ε f j(∆Pj−∆L j−D j∆ f j−
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk +
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j), (4.23)
˙∆Pj =−εp j(α j(∆Pj)+∆ f j +µ j), (4.24)
µ˙ j = εµ j(∆Pj−∆L j−
jk∑
k=1
γ jk +
ji∑
i=1
γi j), (4.25)
˙∆Pi j = εpi j(∆ fi−∆ f j), (4.26)
γ˙i j =−εγi j(µ j−µi−
σ
γi j− γ i j
+
σ
γ i j− γi j
+ ∑
r j∈ξ
i f f i j∈r j
ζr j
Bi j
), (4.27)
˙ζr j = εζr j ∑
i j∈r j
γi j
Bi j
, ∀r j ∈ ξ , (4.28)
where, ε f j ,εp j ,εµ j ,εpi j ,εγi j and εζr j are user defined small positive step sizes. The negative
sign in (4.24) and (4.27) is due to the convexity of the function with respect to ∆Pj and γi j.
Choosing the step size ε f j = 1H j ,εp j =
1
Tjα j ,εpi j = Bi j, (4.23) - (4.28) becomes:
˙∆ f j = 1H j (∆Pj−∆L j −D j∆ f j−
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk +
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j), (4.29)
˙∆Pj =−
1
Tjα j
(α j(∆Pj)+∆ f j +µ j), (4.30)
µ˙ j = εµ j(∆Pj−∆L j−
jk∑
k=1
γ jk +
ji∑
i=1
γi j), (4.31)
˙∆Pi j = Bi j(∆ fi−∆ f j), (4.32)
γ˙i j =−εγi j(µ j−µi−
σ
γi j− γ i j
+
σ
γ i j− γi j
+ ∑
r j∈ξ
i f f i j∈r j
ζr j
Bi j
), (4.33)
˙ζr j = εζr j ∑
i j∈r j
γi j
Bi j
, (4.34)
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The positive step sizes 1H j , Bi j are chosen for the dynamics of the physical variables ∆ f j
and ∆Pi j respectively, such that (4.29) and (4.32) mimic the dynamics of the frequency and
the tie-line flow deviations (see eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)) in the actual power system respectively.
Now for the optimal dynamics in (4.29) - (4.34) to be practically implementable the variable
∆Pj should follow the turbine dynamics and the external input, µ j should be derived from
the measurable states. However, as seen in (4.31), the load disturbance ∆L j is needed to
compute the control signal, which is impossible to measure in RT. In addition, ∆Pj, may not
be available always. These two variables are eliminated by using (4.29) in (4.31), which
leads to (4.35).
µ˙ j = εµ j
(
H j ˙∆ f j +D j∆ f j +
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk− γ jk−
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j− γi j
)
. (4.35)
Defining the dynamics for a control variable, u j as
u˙ j =−K j
(
D j∆ f j +
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk− γ jk−
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j− γi j
)
, (4.36)
Comparing (4.36) with (4.35) leads to a transformation between µ j and u j as:
µ j = εµ j(H j∆ f j−
u j
K j
). (4.37)
Substituting for µ j in (4.30) gives
˙∆Pj =−
1
Tj
(∆Pj +∆ f j
(1+ εµ jH j)
α j
− εµ j
u j
K jα j
), (4.38)
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Assuming that Tj includes the governor time constant, then (4.38) satisfies a simple turbine
governor dynamics in (2.5) and (2.6), provided that:
εµ j = (
α j
R j
−1)
1
H j
, (4.39)
K j =
εµ j
α j
. (4.40)
Thus for the given fuel cost parameter α j, droop gain R j and inertia constant H j, the AGC
gain for each area can be found using (4.40), which shall lead to optimal steady state op-
erating point in the AGC law. Since the absolute fuel cost parameter α j is independent of
system parameters and dynamics, (4.40) may lead to a controller gain with unsatisfactory
dynamic performance although the steady state solution is optimal. An acceptable dynamic
performance can be achieved by scaling the cost parameter in (4.40) while keeping the trade-
offs between individual areas intact. In addition, the optimisation dynamics in (4.29) - (4.34)
requires εµ j > 0 to converge, which according to (4.39) is satisfied if α j > R j. Using (4.37) -
(4.40), the transformed dynamics of (4.29) - (4.34) are given by:
˙∆ f j = 1H j (∆Pj−∆L j−D j∆ f j−
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk +
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j), (4.41)
˙∆Pj =−
1
Tj
(∆Pj +
∆ f j
R j
−u j), (4.42)
u˙ j =−K j(D j∆ f j +
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk−γ jk−
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j− γi j), (4.43)
∆ ˙Pi j = Bi j(∆ fi−∆ f j), (4.44)
γ˙i j = εγi j
(
(Hi∆ fi− uiKi )εµi − (H j∆ f j−
u j
K j
)εµ j+
σ
γi j− γ i j
−
σ
γ i j− γi j
− ∑
r j∈ξ
i f f i j∈r j
ζr j
Bi j
)
, (4.45)
˙ζr j = εζr j ∑
i, j∈r j
γi j
Bi j
, (4.46)
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with the distributed AGC law in (4.43) for the jth area. Notice the addition of the three
dynamic terms in (4.45) in comparison to [38]. The first two terms ensure that γi j always
stays within bounds and the last term with (4.46) confirms that Pi j converges to γi j in case of
ring interconnections. This will be confirmed with a theorem in Section 4.2.5. Thus the real
time operations stay within the tie-line network constraints. The structure of ACE has new
dynamics due to the changed dynamics of the auxiliary variables γi j as shown in (4.45). The
variable εγi j represents a positive step size for γi j. The system in (4.41) - (4.46) is a typical
primal dual dynamic system. The primal dual dynamic system can be found in [157].
Remark 1. By constraining the auxiliary variables, γi j, a projection operator is avoided
to handle the box constraint on tie-line flow varibales. The use of projection operators
cause sudden changes in the values of the tie line flow variables, however, their dynam-
ics are given by (2.2) and cannot be directly controlled. Hence, an auxiliary variable
γi j,∀i, j ∈ T is introduced as a controlled element. By this, the optimisation problem can
be solved in a distributed manner, where all the physical laws about frequency control and
the tie line constraints are satisfied. Note that, in comparison with the primal dual dynamics
in [157], (4.41) - (4.46) is a smooth dynamic system.
4.2.3 Distance of Barrier Function from Optimal Solution
The original formulation in (4.2) is approximated by (4.7) in Section 4.2. In this section
the accuracy of the approximation as a function of the parameter σ is investigated. The
formulation in (4.2) has quadratic objective function with linear constraints and hence it
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belongs to a class of convex optimization problem of the form:
minimise
x
f0(x),
subject to fi(x)≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,n
h j(x) = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m
where x is the vector of optimization variables
f0(x) is the objective function
fi(x) are linear inequality constraint functions
h j(x) are linear equality constraints functions.
Now if σ > 0 then (4.7) will also belong to the above class. When both (4.2) and (4.7) are
assumed to be twice differentiable an optimal solution will exist for both the formulations.
Let’s assume that the optimal solution for (4.2) and (4.7) occurs at x∗ and x⋆ respectively
with objective function values F ∗ and B⋆. In the below theorem it is proved that the
distance of B⋆ from F ∗ is bounded by the value of parameter σ .
Theorem 2. For a given value of σ in (4.7) and a given network of t transmission lines, the
maximum distance of B⋆ from F ∗ is bounded and is given by 2tσ .
Proof. The Lagrange function for (4.2) - (4.6) is given by:
Lf = ∑
j∈N
α j
2
∆P2j + ∑
j∈N
D j
2
∆ f 2j + ∑
j∈N
λ j(∆Pj−∆L j −D j∆ f j−
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk +
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j)+
∑
j∈N
µ j(∆Pj−∆L j −
jk∑
k=1
γ jk +
ji∑
i=1
γi j)+ ∑
r j∈ξ
ζr j ∑
i j∈r j
γi j
Bi j
+ ∑
i, j∈T
ρupi j (γi j− γmaxi j )
+ ∑
i, j∈T
ρ lowi j (γmini j − γi j). (4.47)
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The Lagrange dual function for (4.47) is given by:
g(ρ ,ν) = inf
x
L (x,ρ ,ν) = inf
x
(
∑
j∈N
α j
2
∆P2j + ∑
j∈N
D j
2
∆ f 2j
+ ∑
j∈N
λ j(∆Pj−∆L j −D j∆ f j−
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk +
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j)
+ ∑
j∈N
µ j(∆Pj−∆PLj −
jk∑
k=1
γ jk +
ji∑
i=1
γi j)+ ∑
i, j∈T
ρupi j (γi j− γmaxi j )+ ∑
i, j∈T
ρ lowi j (γmini j − γi j)
+ ∑
r j∈ξ
ζr j ∑
i j∈r j
γi j
Bi j
)
, (4.48)
where ρ = [ρupi j ,ρ lowi j ],ν = [λ j,µ j,ζr j ],x = [∆Pj,∆ f j,∆Pi j,γi j].
From (4.7), it is obvious that no matter how small the value of σ is, at the bounds γmini j
or γmaxi j the barrier function will become upper unbounded but it is always lower bounded.
This property of the log barrier function confirms that the solution x⋆ of (4.7) will always
satisfy the inequality constraints strictly [155]. This means that x⋆ is also a feasible solution
for the problem in (4.2). Now from the duality theory it is known that for every feasible
point of the primal problem in (4.2), there exists an optimal solution, (λ ⋆,µ⋆,ζ ⋆r j ,ρ⋆) for
the Lagrange dual function in (4.48) [155], [158]. Let’s say the optimal value of the dual
function is L ⋆, which is the lower bound for the optimal solution F ∗ [155]. Now to find
the distance of the objective function (4.7) from the original objective function in (4.2), first
the gradient of their Lagrange functions is calculated. With the sequence of variables as[
∆ f j λ j ∆PMj µ j ∆Pi j γi j ζr j
]T
, the gradient of (4.47) is given by:
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∇Lf =


D j(∆ f j−λ j)
∆Pj−∆L j −D j∆ f j−
jk
∑
k=1
∆Pjk +
ji
∑
i=1
∆Pi j
α j∆Pj +λ j +µ j
∆Pj−∆L j−
jk
∑
k=1
γ jk +
jk
∑
k=1
γi j
λ j−λi
µ j−µi +ρupi j −ρ lowi j + ∑
r j∈ξ
i f f i j∈r j
ζr j
Bi j
∑
i, j∈r j
γi j
Bi j


. (4.49)
The gradient of the penalised function in (4.8) is given by:
∇LB =


D j(∆ f j−λ j)
∆Pj−∆L j−D j∆ f j−
jk
∑
k=1
∆Pjk+
ji
∑
i=1
∆Pi j
α j∆Pj +λ j +µ j
∆Pj−∆L j −
jk
∑
k=1
γ jk +
ji
∑
i=1
γi j
λ j−λi
µ j −µi + σγmaxi j −γi j − σγi j−γmini j + ∑r j∈ξ
i f f i j∈r j
ζr j
Bi j


∑
i, j∈r j
γi j
Bi j


. (4.50)
At the optimal solution x⋆, the gradient ∇LB = 0 and at the same point the gradient of
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the Lagrange function ∇Lf is also zero. Comparing (4.49) and (4.50) leads to:
ρ low⋆i j =
σ
γ⋆i j− γmini j
, (4.51)
ρup
⋆
i j =
σ
γmaxi j − γ⋆i j
, (4.52)
Utilising the above result in (4.48), the lower bound for (4.2) is found as:
L
⋆ = ∑
j∈N
α j
2
(∆P⋆
2
j )+ ∑
j∈N
D j
2
∆ f ⋆2j − ∑
i, j∈T
2σ
= ∑
jεN
α j
2
(∆P⋆2j )+ ∑
jεN
D j
2
∆ f ⋆2j −2tσ ,
while σ is a small positive parameter greater than zero. This proves that the maximum
distance between L ⋆ and B⋆ is 2tσ and since the best possible value that F ∗ can ever attain
is L ⋆ [155], it is proved that when σ ≥ 0 following condition is satisfied: |B⋆−F ∗| ≤
2tσ .
4.2.4 Stability Analysis
The stability and convergence of the log-barrier function is established by assessing the
gradient system in (4.29)-(4.34),
Theorem 3. If, σ > 0, the system in (4.29)-(4.34) is asymptotically stable.
Proof. Writing (4.29)-(4.34) in the standard form as ˙∆O = fσ (∆O), with
∆O = [∆ f j, ∆Pj, µ j, ∆Pi j, γi j, ζr j ],∀ j ∈N , i, j∈T , a positive definite candidate energy
function V can be defined as
V =
1
2
(∆O)T Q(∆O), (4.53)
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where Q is a positive definite diagonal matrix defined by Q= diag
(
H j,Tjα j, 1εµ j ,
1
Bi j ,
1
εγi j
, 1εζr j
)
.
Taking the time derivative of (4.53) and using (4.29) - (4.34) leads to
˙V =− ∑
j∈N
D j
(
∆ f j
)2
− ∑
j∈N
α j(∆Pj)2 +σ ∑
i, j∈T
γi j
γi j− γ i j
−
γi j
γ i j− γi j
. (4.54)
Now for a tie line, the bounds γ i j and γ i j are related by γ i j =−γ i j, which upon substitution
in (4.54) yields:
˙V =− ∑
j∈N
D j(∆ f j)2− ∑
j∈N
α j(∆Pj)2− ∑
i, j∈T
2σγ2i j
γ2i j− γ2i j
. (4.55)
Since D j, α j, and σ are positive parameters and for an IPM algorithm any non stationary
point is an interior point of the feasible domain [155], i.e. γ i j > γi j, it is proved that ˙V < 0 if
∆ f j, ∆Pj and γi j are not equal to zero. This leads to ˙V is zero only when the state variables
∆ f j, ∆Pj and γi j converge to zero. Substituting these states in (4.29)-(4.34), the rest of
the state variables, ∆Pi j, µ j and ζr j also turn out to be equal to zero, when ˙V = 0. This
establishes that the origin is the asymptotically stable point for the system in (4.29)- (4.34),
if σ > 0.
4.2.5 Network Constraints and Steady State Solution
In this section the properties of the steady state solution of the closed loop AGC dynamics
defined in (4.41) - (4.46) are analysed. Please note that (4.41) - (4.46) also exhibit the
dynamics of the optimisation problem (4.8). To maintain simplicity the proof is developed
by considering ring and radial networks.
Theorem 4. For a multi-area interconnected system connected in a ring or a radial topology
the steady state solution, [∆ f ∗j , ∆P∗j , u∗j , ∆P∗i j, γ∗i j, ζ ∗r j ] of (4.41) - (4.45), satisfies
∆P∗i j = γ∗i j,∀(i, j) ∈T
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Proof. At the optimal/steady state solution the L.H.S. of (4.41) - (4.46) becomes zero. Us-
ing (4.43) and (4.44) provides ∆ f ∗j = 0, and from (4.43) the relationship between the tie line
flows and the auxiliary variables becomes:
jk∑
k=1
∆P∗jk−
ji∑
i=1
∆P∗i j =
jk∑
k=1
γ∗jk−
ji∑
i=1
γ∗i j. (4.56)
In the case of a complete ring or radial network (4.56) reduces to:
∆P∗jk−∆P∗i j = γ∗jk− γ∗i j. (4.57)
The equality in (4.57) shows that the sum of tie line imports and exports in an area will be
equal to the sum of the corresponding auxiliary variables. To prove that individual line flows
are also constrained within their limits, radial and ring topologies are considered separately.
In a radial network as shown in Fig. 1.3(b), the start node at area 1 satisfies:
∆P∗jk = γ∗jk, j = 1,k = 2, (4.58)
Utilising (4.58) in (4.57), leads to the equality in (4.59). Now moving from the start node to
the end node in a directed manner leads to:
∆P∗jk = γ∗jk, j > 1,k = j+1. (4.59)
Hence from (4.58) - (4.59) it is proved that for a radial topology the tie-line flow deviations
converge to the same value as the corresponding auxiliary variables, which are constrained
to be within thermal flow limits.
In the case of a ring topology the additional dynamic equation (4.46) derived from
the equality constraint ensures that the individual line flow constraints are maintained.
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From (4.57):
∆P∗i j− γ∗i j = ∆P∗jk− γ∗jk. (4.60)
which, for a ring interconnection with n nodes, can be written as:
∆P∗12− γ∗12 = ∆P∗23− γ∗23 = · · ·= ∆P∗n1− γ∗n1 = K, (4.61)
Dividing (4.60) with the associated tie line power transfer coefficients and adding for n areas
gives:
n
∑
j=1
∆P∗jk− γ∗jk
Bi j
=
n
∑
j=1
∆P∗i j− γ∗i j
Bi j
. (4.62)
At the steady state condition from (4.46), (4.62) becomes
n
∑
j=1
∆P∗jk− γ∗jk
Bi j
=
n
∑
j=1
∆P∗i j
Bi j
. (4.63)
Let’s say ∆θi j is the difference between the load angles of area i and area j, then the sum of
the difference of load angle over n areas connected in a ring topology will be equal to zero,
i.e.∑nj=1 ∆θ∗i j = 0. Since ∆θi j = ∆Pi jBi j [19], (4.63) becomes:
n
∑
j=1
∆P∗jk− γ∗jk
Bi j
= 0. (4.64)
where K is a constant. Utilising (4.61) in (4.64) leads to:
K
(
n
∑
j=1
1
Bi j
)
= 0, (4.65)
Since Bi j is a function of line parameters and node voltages, Bi j > 0, i, j ∈ T . Thus the
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condition in (4.65) leads to: K = 0, which shows ∆P∗jk = γ∗jk, ∀ jk ∈ T the ring topology.
Thus by putting the load flow conditions on auxiliary variables, the tie-line constraints will
be enforced for a ring topology.
4.3 Simulation Studies
Two simulation studies are considered to showcase the effectiveness of the proposed NCO-
AGC scheme. In both the studies the tie-line flow is modeled by the actual non-linear
equation:
∆Pi j =
|Vi||Vj|
x2i j + r
2
i j
(
xi j(sin∆θi j− sin∆θ 0i j)− ri j(cos∆θi j− cos∆θ 0i j)
)
, (4.66)
where, ∆θi j is the difference between the load angle at node i and node j.
4.3.1 Ring Topology
A four area system with network data in Table 4.1 and configuration as Fig. 1.3(a) is chosen,
which is similar to the Australian grid [159]. Although the Australian grid has five inter-
connected regions that typically follow state boundaries, the Tasmanian region is neglected
because it does not play any role in frequency regulation due to the DC interconnection.
The mainland network is comprised of interconnections among Queensland, New South
Wales, Victoria and South Australian regions. For demand disturbance generation, data is
created by using the wind generation from 2:00 PM on 19th Nov. until 1:55 PM on 20th
Nov. 2016 [160], which is shown in Fig. 4.1(a). Since AGC balances demand and sup-
ply between two ED instants, that vary from 5 to 15 minutes in different jurisdictions, a
10 minute window, starting from 11:15 AM (sample 76500 to 77100) on the 20th Nov. is
taken to design the disturbance. This data was chosen primarily because wind generations
are showing counterbalancing trends as well as ramping trends in the three control areas as
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shown in Fig. 4.1(b). Such a practical trend can show the economic benefit of NCOAGC
over traditional AGC and network operation within the thermal limit over economic AGC
in [38]. The Data from 11:15 AM until 11:25 AM is taken and is converted into p.u. on a
base of 150 MVA. The deviation in wind output is then obtained for each area by measuring
the difference from the initial point, to get the wind generation ramping up and down trends
in the three areas, as shown in Fig. 4.1(b). The results for the generation cost (a represen-
tative of generation deviation from the ED target), deviation in frequency and the tie line
flows are studied and the results are given in Figs. 4.1(c) - 4.4(d) and are discussed below.
Table 4.1 Generation Parameters of 4 Control Area
Area, j H j(s) D j |Vj|(p.u.) Tj(s) R j α j
1 3 1 1.045 4 0.044 0.06
2 2.5 1.5 0.98 4 0.044 0.056
3 4 1.2 1.033 4 0.044 0.064
4 3.5 1.4 0.997 4 0.044 0.065
4.3.1.1 Result Discussion
In Figs. 4.1(c) and (d) the cost for three approaches, traditional AGC, economic AGC and
proposed NCOAGC is compared. This cost is a pure reflection of generation deviation from
their ED targets in each of the control areas. The instantaneous cost plots in Fig. 4.1(c),
depict that traditional AGC leads to more generation deviation in comparison to other two
methods, which means the regulation requirements are more with traditional AGC. How-
ever, the economic AGC and NCOAGC have the same cost performance approximately until
the 420th second, beyond which the cost for NCOAGC is more. This is explained by the
power flow in tie-line 12, Fig. 4.3(b). It is seen that beyond this point, marked by the dashed
black vertical line, the economic AGC leads to thermal constraint violations, whereas NCO-
AGC restricts the tie-line flow to be within thermal limits and thus it is necessary to source
the supply locally to balance the disturbance. This leads to a comparatively higher cost. For
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Fig. 4.1 Scenario 1: (a) Wind Generation in MW, (b) Wind Deviation from Initial Value ,
(c) Instantaneous Normalised AGC Cost (d) Total Normalised Cost of AGC
a simulation period of 600 seconds, the total normalised cost for economic AGC is only
1.05% of the traditional AGC whereas for NCOAGC it is 4.017%. However, it is impracti-
cal to gain a cost benefit by violating the tie-line flow thermal limits. The supply deviations
in Fig. 4.4(a)-(d), again show that the local generation variation for traditional AGC are the
highest, whereas economic AGC and NCOAGC show the same performance until any tie-
line flow violation occurs. Once it happens, the local generation deviations for NCOAGC
are increased but it guarantees that the thermal overloading of tie lines will not occur. The
frequency response for all the control areas is given in Figs. 4.2(a)-(d), which shows that
in all three methodologies, traditional, economic and the proposed NCOAGC approach it
is same. Considering the cost of control and network thermal security NCOAGC performs
better. This is possible because economic AGC and NCOAGC smooth out the disturbances
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Fig. 4.2 Scenario 1: Frequency Deviations in 4 Areas
as the interconnected areas share power by varying the tie-line flow deviations as shown in
Figs. 4.3(a)-(d). However, NCOAGC also ensures that network flow thermal limits are not
exceeded, which is important for a practical implementation.
4.3.2 Ring and Radial Topology
This simulation study is to prove the applicability of the proposed, NCOAGC methodology
with more meshed interconnections as shown in Fig. 4.5, which has 7 control areas and
8 tie-lines. The data for the tie-lines is given in Table 4.2. Control Area (CA) 1, 2 and
3 form the first ring topology, r1, and CA 4, 5 and 6 form the second ring topology, r2.
The set of all ring topologies in the network is, ξ = {r1,r2}, with r1 = {(12),(23),(31)}
and r2 = {(54),(46),(65)}. The original optimisation formulation therefore will have two
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Fig. 4.3 Scenario 1: Tie lines Flow Deviations
Table 4.2 Tie-line Parameters
Tie-line→ 31 42 46 65 54 76
r(p.u.) 0.006 0.0028 0.006 0.0028 0.0028 0.005
x(p.u.) 0.596 0.0474 0.0596 0.0474 0.0474 0.0294
constraints of the form of (4.6), one for each of the ring interconnection, as below:
γ12
B12
+
γ23
B23
+
γ31
B31
= 0, (4.67)
γ54
B54
+
γ46
B46
+
γ65
B65
= 0. (4.68)
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Fig. 4.4 Scenario 1: Deviations in the Generated Power in 4 Areas
Using the steps in Section 4.2.2 a distributed dynamic AGC law is derived for the given
network with the following dynamic equations for the auxiliary variables, γ and ζr j .
˙γ12 = εγ12
(
(H1∆ f1− u1K1 )εµ1 − (H2∆ f2−
u2
K2
)εµ2 +
σ
γ12− γ12
−
σ
γ12− γ12
−
ζ1
B12
)
,
(4.69)
˙γ23 = εγ23
(
(H2∆ f2− u2K2 )εµ2 − (H3∆ f3−
u3
K3
)εµ3 +
σ
γ23− γ23
−
σ
γ23− γ23
−
ζ1
B23
)
,
(4.70)
˙γ31 = εγ31
(
(H3∆ f3− u3K3 )εµ3 − (H1∆ f1−
u1
K1
)εµ1 +
σ
γ31− γ31
−
σ
γ31− γ31
−
ζ1
B31
)
,
(4.71)
˙ζ1 = εζ1 ∑
i, j∈r1
γi j
Bi j
, (4.72)
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Fig. 4.5 An Interconnected Power Network with Ring and Radial Interconnections
˙γ54 = εγ54
(
(H5∆ f5− u5K5 )εµ5 − (H4∆ f4−
u4
K4
)εµ4 +
σ
γ54− γ54
−
σ
γ54− γ54
−
ζ2
B54
)
,
(4.73)
˙γ46 = εγ46
(
(H4∆ f4− u4K4 )εµ4 − (H6∆ f6−
u6
K6
)εµ6 +
σ
γ46− γ46
−
σ
γ46− γ46
−
ζ2
B46
)
,
(4.74)
˙γ65 = εγ65
(
(H6∆ f6− u6K6 )εµ6 − (H5∆ f5−
u5
K5
)εµ5 +
σ
γ65− γ65
−
σ
γ65− γ65
−
ζ2
B65
)
,
(4.75)
˙ζ2 = εζ1 ∑
i, j∈r2
γi j
Bi j
, (4.76)
˙γ42 = εγ42
(
(H4∆ f4− u4K4 )εµ4 − (H2∆ f2−
u2
K2
)εµ2 +
σ
γ42− γ42
−
σ
γ42− γ42
)
, (4.77)
˙γ76 = εγ76
(
(H7∆ f7− u7K7 )εµ7 − (H6∆ f6−
u6
K6
)εµ6 +
σ
γ76− γ76
−
σ
γ76− γ76
)
, (4.78)
Please note that the auxiliary variable ζ1 appears in the equation (4.69) - (4.71), which corre-
sponds to ring, r1. Similarly, the variable ζ2 appears in (4.73) - (4.75), which corresponds to
ring, r2. Whereas in γ42 and γ76 there are no such occurrences. Thus for every given config-
uration of the network, one needs to design the constraints in the original problem carefully
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and accordingly the dynamic system will emerge. The parameters for control areas 5 and 6
are assumed to be the same as area 4 in the scenario 1 study and for control area 7 they are
assumed to be equivalent to area 3. The simulation is conducted for 800 seconds with step
disturbances in different areas at regular intervals as shown in Fig. 4.6. The results are pro-
duced in Figs. 4.6 - 4.8. In Fig. 4.6(b) only the control area 1 frequency is shown as all other
frequency response follow the same pattern. The finding on cost performance for the three
methods is also shown in Fig. 4.6(c) and (d), which is qualitatively similar to those shown
in scenario 1. The total cost with economic AGC and NCOAGC are respectively 14.5% and
17.7% of the cost in traditional AGC. Again the economic AGC gives slightly reduced cost
compared to the NCOAGC strategy but it risks the thermal breakdown of multiple tie-lines
as seen in Figs. 4.7(a), (c), (d) and 4.8(c). These figures indicate that the power flows in tie
lines 12, 31, 42, and 65 exceed their limits for a considerable period of time in economic
AGC but not in NCOAGC. This suggests that the NCOAGC methodology is applicable for
larger networks with more meshed interconnections if a proper number of constraints are
designed.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, the theoretical development of a distributed NCOAGC law has considered a
multi-area interconnected power system by assuming a control area aggregated model as a
single thermal power plant. An extended optimisation problem for maintaining tie-line flow
thermal constraints while minimising the AGC cost has been formulated. A dynamic NCO-
AGC law has been derived from the optimisation formulation using a Log-barrier method-
ology. The NCOAGC law has been found feasible for practical implementation in a power
network connected in any topology with multiple control areas. The main benefit of the
NCOAGC law are restriction of the tie-line power flows within their thermal rating limits,
minimisation of the cost of AGC, and self-smoothing of disturbances across the intercon-
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Fig. 4.6 Scenario 2: (a) Demand Disturbance in p.u., (b) Frequency Response in Area 1, (c)
Instantaneous AGC Cost, (d) Total AGC Cost for 800 Samples
nected areas, which maximises network utilisation. By using a ring and a radial topology, it
has been proved that at the equilibrium point the proposed NCOAGC strategy respects the
tie line flow thermal limits and is optimal. The stability of the developed controller has been
proven by using Lyapunov analysis. The benefits of the proposed controller have been con-
firmed by the simulation studies on a four-area power system with ring interconnection and
also on a seven-area power system with a meshed interconnection. The results show that the
method ensures that the network power flow thermal constraint violations are avoided. The
price paid for compliance with the tie-line constraints has been shown as increased control
cost in comparison to an existing economic AGC methodology but NCOAGC is feasible
for a practical application. Thus the proposed NCOAGC methodology provides a poten-
tial means for power system operators to manage an increased penetration of RESs while
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Fig. 4.7 Scenario 2: Deviations in the Power Flow in Tie-lines, 12, 23, 31, 42
reducing the associated FCAS cost and is one further step towards merging ED in AGC.
The methodology also provides a RT means for the use of a DLR facility, if available and
improves network utilisation. Further extension of the methodology to consider multiple
generators with hybrid technologies such as hydro and gas in a control area in the presence
of non-dispatchable wind generation is investigated in the next chapter.
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Fig. 4.8 Scenario 2: Deviations in the Power Flow in Tie-lines, 54, 46, 64, 76

Chapter 5
Combine ED and AGC with Diverse
Resources1
5.1 Introduction
The Network Constrained Optimal AGC (NCOAGC) designed in chapter 4 uses an aggre-
gated model of a thermal power plant for the theoretical development and controller pa-
rameter design. However, a real power system is comprised of hybrid sources of generation
within each control area. This chapter investigates NCOAGC for a power system containing
multiple hybrid energy resources that cannot be simply aggregated into a single equivalent
source. It transforms the NCOAGC theory and presents unique parameter design algorithm
for NCOAGC of an interconnected power network with multiple generators having differ-
ent generation technologies within a control area. The theoretical development considers
non-aggregated generator models for different Turbine-Generators (TGs) in a control area
to achieve an optimal AGC performance within the network flow thermal limits. The main
contributions of this chapter are;
1The work presented in this chapter is submitted under the title "Enhancing Optimal Automatic Generation
Control in a Multi-Area Power System with Diverse Energy Resources", IEEE Transactions on Power System
98 Combined ED and AGC with Diverse Resources
1. The optimisation formulation is modified to include multiple TGs, as non aggregated
models within a single control area, and a distributed NCOAGC law is derived,
2. Individual generation technologies such as steam, gas and hydro are investigated to
use the derived NCOAGC law, and necessary enhancements for the NCOAGC are
identified,
3. Finally, an algorithm is proposed to determine the optimal AGC parameters of the
distributed controller.
This chapter is structured as follows; In Section 5.2 the frequency dynamics in a single
control area with multiple TGs is presented. In Section 5.3 a NCOAGC is extended to
account for multiple generation resources within a control area, and an extended NCOAGC
law is derived. After that different TG technologies are examined and their First Order
Approximation (FOA) models are developed so that the structure of the derived NCOAGC
law is suitable for application. Following this a separate optimisation algorithm for the
controller parameter design is developed for the extended NCOAGC law. A simulation
setup for an interconnected power network having 4 control areas and 40 buses is developed
in DIgSILENT Power factory to conduct numerical studies in Section 5.5, which is followed
by the simulations studies in Section 5.6. At last, the summary of the chapter is given in
Section 5.7
5.2 Frequency Control Scheme with Multiple Generators
within a Control Area
The schematic of a control area having jg number of TG systems is shown in Fig. 5.1.
The dynamics of the TG blocks in the Fig. 5.1 are chosen depending upon the generation
technology, such as gas, hydro or steam. The dynamics of the deviation in frequency is
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Fig. 5.1 Frequency Control Scheme with Multiple TG Systems in a Control Area
given by (5.1).
˙∆ f j = 1H j (
jg
∑
k=1
∆Pk−∆L j−D j∆ f j−
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk +
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j), (5.1)
where, jg is the number of generators in an area j, and ∆Pk is the deviation in the kth
turbine power output in area j. The deviation of the turbine power output depends upon the
particular TG technology and is discussed in the Section 5.3.2. For the purpose of frequency
regulation, each TG system in a control area is fitted with a primary or droop control, and
a secondary (AGC) frequency controller. The droop control action is decided by the droop
gain Rkj and the secondary control action, by the aggregated AGC signal, ACE j and gaikn, K j
for the control area. The contribution of the individual TG system in the secondary control
is decided by the participation factor, shown as ψkj , ∀i = 1, . . . jg.
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5.3 NCOAGC with Diverse and Non-aggregated Resources
within a Control Area
The NCOAGC law developed in Chapter 4 achieves an optimal dispatch via AGC at the
control area level but the optimal participation factors, (See ψkj , in Fig. 5.1) for the multiple
generators within a control area remain unknown. Hence as a first step the NCOAGC for-
mulation is modified to include multiple generators within a control area, which allows the
new dynamic control law to achieve an optimal dispatch at the individual generator level.
This new NCOAGC framework then enables different dynamics of different TG technolo-
gies (e.g. gas, hydro and steam) to be integrated into the NCOAGC control law. To keep
the task simple for controller derivation, the theoretical development considers the most
common configuration of tie-line networks, which is either a radial or a ring structure. This
assumption of a ring or radial interconnection (see Fig. 1.3) makes the parameters jk and ji
either equal to 0 or 1, for a directed network depending upon the location of the node in the
network. To specify, the end nodes in a directed radial network will have ji = 0, i f , jk = 1
or vice versa.
5.3.1 Multiple Generators within a Control Area
Considering jg generators in each area, the optimisation formulation to minimise generation
and frequency deviation while maintaining the demand and supply balance and tie-line flow
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limits is obtained by using the approach given in Chapter 4, Section 4.2 as:
F = min
x
∑
j∈N
(
jg
∑
k=1
Ck(∆Pk))︸ ︷︷ ︸
ED
+ ∑
j∈N
D j
2
(∆ f 2j )︸ ︷︷ ︸
AGC
, (5.2)
s.t.
jg
∑
k=1
∆Pk = ∆L j +D j∆ f j +∆Pjk−∆Pi j, (5.3)
jg
∑
k=1
∆Pk = ∆L j +
jk∑
k=1
γ jk−
ji∑
i=1
γi j, (5.4)
ν ∑
i, j∈ε
γi j
Bi j
= 0, (5.5)
γ i j ≤ γi j ≤ γ i j, (5.6)
where, the term, ∑ jgk=1Ck(∆Pk)) optimises the AGC cost by minimising the cost of individual
generators in the interconnected system. The term ∑ jgk=1 ∆Pk is the total generation in an
area, ∆Pj and Ck(∆Pk) is a quadratic cost function of the form αk∆P2k + βk∆Pk + ck. The
formulation in (5.2)- (5.6) leads to a dynamic system in (5.7) - (5.12) by using the steps
from Chapter 4, Section 4.2.
˙∆ f j = 1H j (
jg
∑
k=1
∆Pk−∆L j −D j∆ f j−
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk +
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j), (5.7)
˙∆Pk =−
1
Tk
(∆Pk +
(1+ εµ jH j)
αk
∆ f j−
εµ j
K jαk
u j), (5.8)
∆ ˙Pi j = Bi j(∆ fi−∆ f j), (5.9)
u˙ j =−K j(D j∆ f j +
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk− γ jk−
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j− γi j), (5.10)
γ˙i j = εγi j
(
(Hi∆ fi− uiKi )εµi − (H j∆ f j−
u j
K j
)εµ j +
σ
γi j− γ i j
−
σ
γ i j− γi j
−
ν
Bi j
ζ
)
, (5.11)
˙ζ = εζ ν ∑
i, j∈ε
γi j
Bi j
. (5.12)
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Where, Tk is the combined time constant of the kth turbine and governor system in con-
trol area, j. The optimisation variables, εγi j , σ and εζ are small positive numbers and the
constants K j and εµ j are the controller design parameters.
The system in (5.7) - (5.12) shows the gradient system of the optimisation problem
in (5.2) - (5.6). In addition, from a power system point of view, (5.7), also matches with
the standard dynamics of frequency deviation and (5.9) with the tie-line flow deviation [19].
However, the gradient of the generated power in (5.8) is a first order system, which may not
be the true nature of an actual governor turbine system, as given in (5.13).
∆Pk(s) = T Gkj(s)
(
∆ f j(s)
Rkj
+ukj(s)
)
, (5.13)
Therefore a controller designed using (5.10) - (5.12) may not guarantee the convergence to
an optimal turbine power output. Hence, in the following section the dynamics of multiple
generation technologies is investigated to compare against a first order approximation (FOA)
model, developed in MATLAB Ident tool box and the necessary conditions are derived so
that the control law given by (5.10) - (5.12) is optimal for the actual power system.
5.3.2 Diverse Generation Technologies within a Control Area
In reality, in a control area the mechanical power deviation depends upon the TG dynam-
ics and may not be first order in nature. Hence, in the following section the dynamics of
multiple generation technologies are investigated to compare against the First Order Ap-
proximation (FOA).
5.3.2.1 Steam Turbine
To examine the steam turbine dynamics, a steam-turbine model is taken from [30] and its
response to a small 0.1 p.u. step change, applied at 2 sec, is shown in Fig. 5.14. A FOA
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Fig. 5.2 Actual and FOA Response of a Steam Turbine
model is developed by combining the governor and turbine time constants as in (5.14). The
FOA response is calculated as shown in the Fig. 5.2. According to Fig. 2, although there is
a slight difference in the transient characteristics between the actual and the FOA models,
at the steady-state both models converge to the same value.
∆Pk f oa(t) =
1
Tk f oas+1
u(t). (5.14)
5.3.2.2 Gas Turbine
A gas turbine dynamic model is also taken from [30] and its response for a step change
in input is shown in Fig. 5.3. Using the actual response, a FOA model is developed in
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Fig. 5.3 Actual and FOA Response of a Gas Turbines
MATLAB Ident tool box and is given by (5.15).
∆Pk f oa(t) =
Kk f oa
Tk f oas+1
u(t). (5.15)
Where, the parameter Kk f oa = 0.9499 is optimised to minimise the sum squares of the error
between the actual output and the estimated FOA model over a range of input signals. Tk f oa
represents the equivalent time constant of the entire gas TG system. The response of the
FOA model is also shown in Fig. 5.3 in red color plot. Again the two plots in Fig. 5.3(b)
show that the FOA response has some differences in the transient behavior in comparison
to the actual model, but at the steady-state both models are in good agreement.
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Fig. 5.4 Actual and FOA Response of a Hydro Turbine
5.3.2.3 Hydro Turbine
A similar methodology as for the gas turbine’s FOA development was adopted to validate
the FOA of a hydro turbine with the actual hydro model from [161]. The response of a FOA
and an actual hydro turbine model is given in Fig. 5.4.
Remark 2. Please note that the objective of the controller in (5.10) - (5.12) is to settle
at the optimal power output at the steady state, which is beyond the time horizon of the
dynamic response, and hence the difference between the actual and FOA model during the
transients does not matter. No compromise is made as far as the optimal set points for
AGC is concerned. However, when the tuning of the controller for an acceptable dynamic
response is needed then it is achieved by putting a limit,[K j, 1R jH j ] on the gain K j as shown
in algorithm 2 in Section 5.4.
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5.3.3 Closed Loop Dynamics using FOA TG Models
For the purpose of optimal NCOAGC parameter design, a FOA model developed above
is used to replace the actual turbine governor model in section 5.4. Using (5.15) as the
governor turbine model and applying inputs from the primary controller, ∆ fkRkj
and AGC, ukj
the dynamics of the system states with multiple TGs for a control area is given by:
˙∆ f j = 1H j (∆Pj−∆L j−D j∆ f j−
jk∑
k=1
∆Pjk+
ji∑
i=1
∆Pi j), (5.16)
˙∆Pkj =−
1
Tf oak
(∆Pkj +
K f oak
Rkj
∆ f j−Kk f oaukj). (5.17)
∆ ˙Pi j = Bi j(∆ fi−∆ f j), (5.18)
Where, ∆Pj = ∑ jgk=1 ∆Pkj . In (5.17) the AGC input to the kth turbine governor system is given
as, ukj, which needs to be optimised and is given by, ukj = ψkj u j according to (5.8).
5.4 Optimal Distributed Controller Parameters Design
At the steady state the dynamics in (5.16) and (5.17), leads to:
∆ f ⋆i = ∆ f ⋆j , (5.19)
jg
∑
k=1
∆P⋆k = ∆L j +D j∆ f ⋆j +
jk∑
k=1
∆P⋆jk−
ji∑
i=1
∆P⋆i j, (5.20)
∆P⋆k =−
K f oak
Rkj
∆ f ⋆k +K f oakuk
⋆
j . (5.21)
According to (5.21), ∆ f ⋆k = 0, i f f K f oakuk
⋆
j = ∆P⋆k . However, for the steady state solution
to coincide with the optimal input in (4.42) it must satisfy:
K f oaku
k⋆
j =
εµ j
K jαkj
u∗j . (5.22)
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where, u∗j is the optimal solution of (5.7) - (5.12). From (5.22) the optimal participation
factor is derived as:
ψkj =
εµ j
K f oakK jα
k
j
. (5.23)
Since, the aggregated control action of all the TG units in a control area shall match with
the target control action for that control area, hence summing (5.22) over jg units gives:
jg
∑
k=1
εµ j
K f oakK jα
k
j
= 1 (5.24)
In (5.24), the parameters εµ j , K j are the two design parameters so a second equation to
design them is obtained by comparing (5.8) with (5.17), which gives:
1+H jεµ j
K f oak α
k
j
=
1
Rkj
, (5.25)
Summing over jg units gives the total primary control action in area j, which leads to:
(1+H jεµ j)
jg
∑
k=1
1
K f oakα
k
j
=
jg
∑
k=1
1
Rkj
, (5.26)
With, 1R j = ∑
jg
k=1
1
Rkj
and substituting for ∑ jgk=1 1K f oak αkj from (5.24) into (5.26) gives:
εµ j =
R jK j
1−R jK jH j
. (5.27)
For the optimiser to converge, εµ j must be a positive parameter, hence the maximum limit
on AGC gain, K j, from (5.27) is given by:
K j =
1
R jH j
. (5.28)
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Using an acceptable value of K j that satisfies (5.28) for the given Rkj, H j, and K f oak val-
ues, (5.24) and (5.25) can be solved, which yields values for the cost coefficients, α¯kj . How-
ever, these α¯kj values may not be equal to the true objective coefficients, αkj . Thus, an algo-
rithm is developed to efficiently determine the optimal parameters, K j, and εµ j , which en-
sures that the error between the true and calculated objective function coefficients is within
acceptable limits. The optimisation problem with a nonlinear equality constraint can be
defined as;
min
α¯kj∈R+,K j∈[K j,
1
R jH j ]
jg
∑
k=1
(α¯kj −α
k
j )
2 +(
1+H jεµ j
K f oakα¯
k
j
−
1
Rkj
)2, (5.29)
s.t.
jg
∑
k=1
1
α¯kj K f oak
=
(1−R jK jH j)
R j
. (5.30)
To solve this problem, a Lagrange function is defined as:
L(α¯ j,K j,λ ) =
jg
∑
k=1
(α¯kj −α
k
j )
2 +(
1+H jεµ j
K f oakα¯
k
j
−
1
Rkj
)2 +λ (
jg
∑
k=1
1
α¯kj K f oak
−
(1−R jK jH j)
R j
),
(5.31)
where, α¯ j = [α¯1j , α¯2j , ..., α¯nj ] and λ are the Lagrange multipliers. In (5.32)-(5.34), ζ is the
stepsize while ∇αL(α¯ j,K j,λ ), ∇K jL(α¯ j,K j,λ ), ∇λ L(α¯ j,K j,λ ) are the gradients of the La-
grange function with respect to K j, α¯ j, λ , respectively. In (5.33), PΩ[·] is the projection on
K j ∈ [K j, 1R jH j ]. Algorithm 2 details the steps required to solve this problem, yielding the
control parameters, K j, εµ j and ψkj .
5.5 Simulation Setup
In this section a NCOAGC framework for an hybrid interconnected power network is de-
veloped in DIgSILENT Power Factory to test and validate the proposed NCOAGC scheme
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Algorithm 2 Design the optimal Parameter of AGC Control
1: procedure OPTAGC-DESIGN
2: for Each AGC control area j do
3: Initialise H j, K f oak , R
k
j, α
k
j ;
4: Randomly initialise α¯(0), K j(0) and λ (0);
5: solve for εµ j(0) using (5.27)
6: i = 1;
7: repeat
8: Solving (5.29) and (5.30) by
α¯kj (i+1) = α¯kj (i+1)−ζ ∇α jL(α¯ j,K j,λ ); (5.32)
K j(i+1) = PΩ[K j(i)−ζ ∇K jL(α¯ j,K j,λ )]; (5.33)
λ (i+1) = λ (i)+ζ ∇λ L(α¯ j,K j,λ ); (5.34)
9: εµ j(i+1) =
R jK j(i+1)
1−R jK j(i+1)H j ;
10: i = i+1;
11: until ‖ λ (i+1)−λ (i) ‖≤ ε
12: for Each generator k in control area j do
13: solve (5.23)
14: end for
15: end for
16: end procedure
under RT operating conditions. The section is divided into two parts. The first part, presents
a four area, 40 bus interconnected power network along with the details of model develop-
ment in the simulation platform, DIgSILENT (DS) Power factory. The use of DS allows for
the consideration of actual operating conditions, such as nonlinear tie-line power flow and
dynamic bus voltages, which are often neglected in AGC simulation studies.
5.5.1 Power Network Model
The power network used consists of four control areas connected in a ring topology as shown
in Fig. 1.3. A four area system is a reasonable size to represent large size interconnected
networks. Every area is further modeled as a 9 bus system by using the data from [162]. The
detailed interconnected system is shown in Fig. 5.5 with a different portfolio of steam, gas,
hydro and DFIG wind generation technologies in each of the control areas. The generator
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ratings are shown in table 5.1. The respective penetration ratios of non-conventional wind
Table 5.1 Design and Load Flow Data
Area 1 Area 2
Type Rating LF ψk Type Rating LF ψk
Wind 250 151.7 NA Steam 247.5 152 0.396
Steam 250 151.3 0.693 Steam 250 151.6 0.396
CCGT 128 50.3 0.307 OCGT 128 50.3 0.207
Area 3 Area 4
Type Rating LF ψk Type Rating LF ψk
Steam 247.5 152.2 0.688 CCGT 247.5 100 0.302
CCGT 250 150.6 0.312 Wind 250 50 NA
Wind 125 51.3 NA Hydro 128 64.2 0.698
generation in areas 1 to 4 Are 40%, 0%, 20% and 40%. The equivalent inertia constant,
calculated using (5.35) for the four control areas are 5.22s, 8.41s, 6.6s, and 3.588s,
where individual steam, hydro, Open Cycle Gas Turbine (OCGT) and Closed Cycle Gas
Turbine (CCGT) have inertia constants equal to 9.5, 3.8, 4, and 7 seconds respectively.
H j =
∑ jgk=1 SkHk
∑ jgk=1 Sk
(5.35)
where Sk is the MVA rating of kth machine in an area and Hk is the inertia constant of the
machine. Residential loads are assumed in areas 3 and 4 whereas areas 1 and 2 consist of
both industrial and residential loads. The dynamic load penetration in areas 1 and 2 are 31%
and 28% respectively. The dynamic load consists of multiple 0.69 kV induction motors of
500 kW rating. Power flows in the tie-lines, which are shown in red in Fig. 5.5 are calculated
by using the nonlinear distributed model [38] with line resistance and reactance values as
0.004 and 0.0386 ohms respectively. In addition, the actual bus voltages are used for tie-line
flow calculations, which impacts the dynamic performance and is often neglected in AGC
studies. The initial load on every area is 315 MW and the Load Flow (LF) solution for each
of control area is shown in Table 5.1.
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5.5.2 AGC Scheme
A traditional AGC, Economic AGC and the extended NCOAGC scheme as presented in
Section 5.3 are developed for the network in fig. 5.5. The traditional and Economic AGC
schemes are taken from [38] for the purpose of comparison. In order to calculate NCOAGC
parameters for the four areas, a FOA models is developed in accordance with (5.15) for
individual technologies by using the actual output from the DIgSilent plant models. The
results of FOA approximation are shown in Fig. 5.6 and the corresponding model gains
and time constants, K f oa and Tf oa respectively are given in Table 5.2. Standard plant
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Fig. 5.6 FOA Model Output Comparison with Actual Output
models for each TG technology are used to develop the FOA models given in table 5.2.
A steam turbine model is based on the IEEE governor 1 and for hydro straightforward
hydroelectric plant governor is used with a simple hydraulic representation of the penstock
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Table 5.2 FOA Model Parameters
Parameter Steam Hydro CCGT OCGT
K f oa 1.034 7.018 1.256 1.256
Tf oa 2.013 0.668 0.539 0.539
with unrestricted head race and tail race, and no surge tank. The Open Cycle Gas Turbine
(OCGT) and Closed Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) models are taken from [148]. The actual
model parameters are given in Tables A.1 , A.2, A.4,and A.3 in the Appendix. The cost
coefficients for steam and hydro are assumed to be 0.0025 and 0.0015 respectively and for
gas it is assumed to be 0.0075. Finally, the optimal controller parameters, K j, and εµ j ,
are calculated using Algorithm 2 as 0.5075, 0.5012, 0.5032, 0.5044 and 0.012, 0.0082,
0.0120, 0.0117 respectively for all the four areas. The participation factors, ψk of individual
generators in an area are also given in Table 5.1. The measurement of frequency and tie-
line flows are realised using PQ and a frequency measurement block in DIgSILENT. A PQ
measurement is used at every tie-line end and frequency measurement is obtained at each
area bus. For the auxiliary variables, γi j and ζ used in the ACE calculation for each area in
NCOAGC a separate block is developed as discussed in Section 5.5.3, which is used in the
controller (5.10). The traditional and economic AGC schemes are also developed using the
same controller gains.
5.5.3 DIgSILENT Model Development
The two main exercises of the DIgSILENT (DS) model development are the development
of the individual generator frames with local control loops and the development of the
three control schemes, traditional, economic and NCOAGC. The individual generator model
frame is shown in Fig. 5.7, which consists of a synchronous machine, a voltage control loop
and frequency control loops. The voltage control loop consists of a Power System Stabiliser
(PSS) and an Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). The PSS sends signals to the AVR ac-
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Fig. 5.7 Modified Synchronous Generator Frame with AGC Signal
cording to the generator’s speed and the AVR responds to control the terminal voltage by
controlling the generator’s excitation. The frequency control consists of two controllers,
droop and the AGC layer. The droop control loop is implemented within the governor slot,
which consists of an actual governor turbine model according to the technology (gas, steam
or hydro) and a proportional feedback loop for the droop controller as shown in the Fig. 5.1.
The AGC signal, and ACE are sent to a PI controller in every area and the individual
generators in the area respond according to their participation factor as given in Table 5.1.
The calculation of the error signal for AGC is shown in Fig. 5.8. Traditionally, the Area
Control Error (ACE) for AGC is calculated using measurements of the system frequency
and tie-line flows as marked in red in Fig. 5.8. These measurements are realised using PQ
and frequency measurement blocks in DIgSILENT. A PQ measurement is used at every
tie-line and frequency measurement is obtained at each area bus, 10, 20, 30 and 40. The
additional inputs, γ jk and γi j as discussed in section 5.4 come from a separate calculation
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block, shown in Fig. 5.9 for line 12. Please note that for economic and NCOAGC the
structure for the ACE calculation is the same, but the dynamics of γi j and γ jk in both schemes
differ due to the presence of auxiliary variable, ζ , as shown in Fig. 5.9. For NCOAGC
ζri∀ri ∈ ξ is an additional auxiliary variable, whose calculations are shown in Fig. 5.10. To
realise traditional AGC, gain values, σ = 0, εζ = 0 εγi j = 0 are used. For economic AGC
simulations σ = 0, εζ = 0 is implemented with a small non zero value for εγi j . Whereas
for NCOAGC implementation, all the gains take small non-zero values.
5.6 Simulation Studies
Two simulations studies are considered to investigate the proposed NCOAGC capability to
optimise cost and maintain tie-line flow thermal limits. In both scenarios DFIG based wind
farms do not provide any inertia or frequency support. The performance of the proposed
NCOAGC is compared with the traditional and economic AGC, assuming the same AGC
gain. Initial load flow (LF) solutions and other details are given in Table 5.1.
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Fig. 5.11 Scenario 1: Load Deviations in Each Area
5.6.1 Scenario 1: Load Step Change
In this scenario, step changes in the load demand in areas 1, 2 and 3 are simulated. At t=20
seconds a step load change of -10% is applied to bus 29 in area 3, at t = 50 seconds step
load change of -15% is applied to bus 17 in area 2 and at t=100 seconds a step load change
of 15% is applied to Bus 9 in area 1. These load step changes cause a respective total step
change of 5.72% − 4.76% and −3.97% in areas 1, 2 and 3 at 100, 50 and 20 seconds as
shown in Fig. 5.11. Thus between 50 and 100 seconds the system has a total disturbance
of −8.73% and after 100 s it becomes −3.02%. The comparisons of the proposed optimal
AGC with the traditional and economic AGC are given in Figs. 5.12 - 5.14.
The frequency response for traditional, economic and the proposed NCOAGC scheme
are shown in Fig. 5.13(d). One can see that the three approaches respond similarly to the
disturbance as far as the frequency deviation is concerned. However, the difference lies in
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Fig. 5.12 Scenario 1: AGC Cost and Electrical Parameters
the cost behind the response. The cost per generator due to the generation deviation is given
in Fig. 5.12(a) and the instantaneous total cost for all generators is given in Fig. 5.12(b).
The corresponding generation deviations can be seen in Fig. 5.13(a) and (b), which shows
large deviations and cost for traditional AGC in comparison to economic and NCOAGC.
The economic and the proposed NCOAGC tend to act on the total disturbance while
optimally distributing the control effort among all the generators and thus reduce the cost.
Now since the disturbances have a counterbalancing effect (see Fig. 5.11) after t=100 sec-
onds due to the simultaneous rise and lowering of demand among the interconnected areas,
the economic and NCOAGC take benefit of this by sharing power among interconnected
areas and reduce the cost. Even in times of no counterbalancing effect the two methods
can reduce cost as they distribute the disturbance to minimise generation deviation. In
Figs. 5.12(a) and (b) the cost of economic AGC is the least but it comes with a risk.
The main drawback of the economic AGC is that there are no constraints on the tie-line
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Fig. 5.13 Scenario 1: Total Generation in Each Area
flows and because of which a thermal breakdown can happen. This is shown in Fig. 5.14(b)
for the tie-line connecting areas 4 and 3, between buses 30 and 40 in Fig. 5.5. It is evident
that in the simulation period of 300 seconds, the tie-line 43 is subjected to higher flows
for 50% of the time, which can lead to overheating. Whereas, NCOAGC optimises the
generation deviation and cost as long as the tie-line flow has a margin. Once the limits
are reached NCOAGC varies local generation to meet the demand changes and thus leads
to more cost than economic AGC. The plots for generated power, in Figs. 5.13(a)-(d) show
that in the proposed controller, the deviation in generation from the dispatch values are much
smaller for all the areas in comparison to the traditional PI based AGC.
In summary, the proposed NCOAGC controller acts on the total disturbance in areas 1,
2, and 3 and spreads it across all four areas as if the entire system is one control area while
ensuring the thermal limits on tie-line flows. In the NCOAGC methodology the generation
deviations occur in all areas leading to deviations in the power flow in the interconnecting
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Fig. 5.14 Scenario 1: Tie-lines Flow
tie-lines. In the traditional AGC approach the interconnection flows remain constant at their
scheduled values, and each area tackles its own disturbance. The voltage variations at four
area buses is also given in Fig. 5.12(c).
5.6.2 Scenario 2: Wind Speed Fluctuations
In this scenario the performance of the proposed controller is evaluated when the wind speed
varies in the three areas as shown in Fig. 5.15 [163]. The wind speed data are synthesised
considering average wind speed and turbulence conditions seen at a typical wind farms.
Corresponding wind farm output variations are also shown in the right side plots in Fig. 5.15.
The results for three AGC schemes are given in Figs. 5.16 - 5.19. As the wind farm
output varies, the frequency varies and consequently the voltage also sees an impact as
their coupling is simulated in the plant model. In order to control the voltage, PSS and
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Fig. 5.17 Scenario 2: Load Deviations in Each Area
AVR work together and a voltage profile is maintained as seen in Fig. 5.16(c). With the
changes in the voltage and speed the effective load on the system also varies as shown in
Fig. 5.17. This variation of load also contributes to the frequency response, which is often
neglected in AGC simulation studies. The performance of the AGC schemes show that
the frequency response in Figs. 5.16(d) is the same in all the three methods but again the
cost and generation deviation performance are better with NCOAGC in Figs. 5.16(a)-(b).
If the cost results are seen in conjunction with the generation deviations in Figs 5.18(a)-(d)
it indicates that the wind-speed fluctuations are distributed among the four areas according
to the cost of generation deviations in the NCOAGC and economic AGC, but in traditional
AGC an individual area’s conventional generation follows the wind fluctuations, leading to
larger deviations and more cost. In addition, economic AGC violates tie-line flow thermal
limits for line 43, as seen in Fig. 5.19(b). In summary the findings on various variables,
frequency, generation and tie-line flow deviations and cost are similar to that of scenario
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Fig. 5.18 Scenario 2: Conventional Generation in Each Area
1. However, the cost benefit of 49% in NCOAGC over traditional AGC is achieved despite
small counter balancing effects in wind speed fluctuations. The variation of load according
to the voltage variation are shown in Fig 5.17.
5.7 Summary
The NCOAGC strategy in the presence of network constraints is investigated for an in-
terconnected power network with multiple generators having different TG technologies.
The assumption of first order turbine-governor dynamics in the controller development is
validated by developing a FOA model for different TG technologies. Moreover a unique
methodology is also presented to determine the optimal controller parameters for the dis-
tributed controller. The extended NCOAGC controller not only optimally allocates AGC
among multiple areas but also distributes the AGC response optimally among multiple gen-
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erators within a single control area so that the individual generators settle to an optimal
dispatch point in RT. The validation using a 40 bus four area interconnected power network
model is conducted in DIgSILENT Power Factory under realistic operating conditions on
system voltages and network flows. The study results with nonlinear tie-line flow dynam-
ics and dynamic voltages at the control area buses indicate that under different operating
scenarios, including non-dispatchable variable wind generation if the controller gains are
designed considering the diverse energy resources, the NCOAGC improves overall control
and cost performance in comparison to the traditional AGC scheme. It also proves to be
capable of maintaining tie-line flow thermal limits in comparison to economic AGC.
Chapter 6
A Distributed MPC Framework to
Combine Economic Dispatch and AGC
under Operational Constraints1
6.1 Introduction
In chapters 4 and 5 NCOAGC schemes are proposed to maintain tie-line flow thermal limits
while converging to a cost optimal solution at the steady state. However, the generation
capacity and Governor Rate Constraints (GRC) are not directly included into the control
formulation but are enforced in the plant simulations. In addition, the dynamic optimisation
is not achieved by the NCOAGC methodology as it optimises the steady state operating
point. In this chapter a State Constraint Distributed Model Predictive Control (SCDMPC)
scheme for the frequency regulation of an interconnected power system is proposed to ad-
dress the above limitations. The traditional frequency regulation approach is based on AGC,
1The works in this chapter is published as: Ragini Patel, et al "An Optimal Distributed MPC scheme for
Automatic Generation Control under Network Constraints" in 2018 27th IEEE International Symposium on
Industrial Electronics, 2018 and submitted as, Ragini Patel, et al, "Automatic Generation Control of a Multi-
Area Power System with Network Constraints and Communication Delay", to the journal of Modern Power
Systems and Clean Energy.
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wherein the deviations in both the tie-line flow and frequency are regulated using an area
control error (ACE) signal. In comparison, the proposed approach controls only frequency
deviations while constraining the deviation in tie-line flow states within their thermal limits.
In addition, it maintains the generation capacity constraints and GRC. The proposed control
scheme utilises a full system state prediction model to increase the prediction accuracy in
the presence of the tie-line flow coupling variables. The formulation is then investigated for
application in an interconnected power system using Wide Area Control (WAC) framework
and practical issues such as communication delay, unmeasured feed forward disturbance
and optimiser infeasibility under conflicting constraints occurrence are addressed. The new
SCDMPC methodology reduces the regulating reserve requirement for balancing services
while maintaining all the operational constraints.
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 shows the limitation of the traditional
AGC scheme when generation constraints are active in a control area and presents a need for
designing AGC while considering such constraints. Section 6.3 presents the formulation of
the SCDMPC scheme with all the operational constraints. It begins with the development of
a centralised state space model for the power system network followed by the decomposi-
tion of the system model for each control area and then the SCDMPC formulation is given.
The condition for a bias free control by using the SCDMPC formulation is also derived.
In Section 6.4 the limitations of the SCDMPC scheme for application in an interconnected
power system in the presence of communication delays, unmeasured feed forward load dis-
turbances and infeasible scenarios due to large load and supply imbalances are investigated.
In Sections 6.5 - 6.7 a solution for each of the limitations are also proposed. The optimality
of the SCDMPC scheme is discussed in Section 6.8. Section 6.9 presents simulation stud-
ies, followed by results and discussion in Sections 6.10 and 6.11. Finally, the chapter is
concluded in Section 6.12.
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6.2 Traditional AGC under Large Disturbances
As discussed in Chapter 1, when the forecast error increases with the high penetration of
RESs the chances of generators being called to balance against large demand change during
AGC also increase. In such scenarios if the disturbance is larger than the available regulating
reserve for FCAS in any of the control area, the traditional AGC approach of controlling
ACE can lead to a biased frequency control. This is shown in Theorem 5 by using the AGC
model from Chapter 2.
Theorem 5. For the system in (2.1) - (2.6), if in a control area, j, ∆L j > u¯ j, or ∆L j < u j then
the converged solution, (∆ f ∗j , ∆Pj∗, ∆P∗jg, ∆P∗i j), satisfies β j∆ f ∗j +∑ jkk=1 ∆P∗jk−∑ jii=1 ∆P∗i j =
0, iff ∆ f ∗j 6= 0, ∀ j ∈N .
Proof. For any system at the steady state the derivative of states becomes zero. Using (2.4)
at the steady state gives:
β j∆ f ∗j +
jk∑
k=1
∆P∗jk−
ji∑
i=1
∆P∗i j = 0. (6.1)
From (2.6) and (2.5), it can be shown that;
∆P∗j = ∆P∗g j = u
∗
j −
∆ f ∗j
R j
. (6.2)
Using (6.2) in (2.1) gives:
u∗j −
∆ f ∗j
R j
−∆L j−D j∆ f ∗j −
jk∑
k=1
∆P∗jk +
ji∑
i=1
∆P∗i j = 0, (6.3)
Now, if ∆L j > u¯ j then ∆L j > u∗j , as the input will saturate to the maximum limit according
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to, u∗j ≤ u¯ j. Denoting ∆L j−∆u∗j = ϒ j, whereϒ j 6= 0, from (6.3) comes:
−ϒ j−
∆ f ∗j
R j
−D j∆ f ∗j −
jk∑
k=1
∆P∗jk +
ji∑
i=1
∆P∗i j = 0, (6.4)
From (6.1), β j∆ f ∗j = ∑ jii=1 ∆P∗i j +∑ jkk=1 ∆P∗jk, using which in (6.4) leads to;
−ϒ j−
∆ f ∗j
R j
−D j∆ f ∗j +β j∆ f ∗j = 0,
(6.5)
which gives:
∆ f ∗j =
ϒ j
β j− (D j + 1R j )
= Ω. (6.6)
Where, Ω 6= 0 is a constant. Usually the droop gain, R j is small and of the order of 10−2
while the damping coefficient, D j, and the bias factor, β j, are of the order of 101. Now
since ϒ j > 0 the frequency deviation will converge to ∆ f ∗j < 0 according to (6.6). Also,
from (2.2) it is evident that the tie-line flow deviation at steady state will be zero, i f f ∆ fi =
∆ f j, ∀i j : ai j = 1, using which in (6.6) leads to (6.7)
∆ f ∗j = Ω,∀ j ∈N . (6.7)
This proves that if a load disturbance is larger than the generation limit in a control area, the
frequency will settle to a lower value than nominal in the case of a traditional AGC scheme.
The Proof is straight forward for the condition, ∆L j < u j.
From theorem 5 it is evident that if a bias free control is desired then either more regu-
lation should be provided in individual control areas or the interconnected areas shall share
regulation reserves during AGC. Since the first approach is expensive, a SCDMPC based
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control scheme with operational constraints on tie-line flow states, generation and GRC is
developed in the following sections, which uses the later option.
6.3 State Constrained Distributed Model Predictive Con-
trol Formulation
A dynamic model of the system under control forms an integral part of a dynamic MPC
scheme as discussed in section 2.4.2.1. So a general centralised model of an interconnected
power system is developed first, which is then decomposed for every area/node, j to use in
the SCDMPC scheme. Then a SCDMPC scheme using the decomposed model is proposed.
6.3.1 Centralised Model
A centralised state-space model in (6.8) for a directed and interconnected network is formed
by appending the set of equations (2.1) - (2.2) and (2.5) - (2.6) for every node in the network.
˙X = AcX +BcU +Bdc d, (6.8)
where, for the purpose of the mathematical model a generic directed ring interconnection is
used and the state, X is defined as:
X =[∆ f1 ∆P1 ∆Pg1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Area 1 States
∆P12︸︷︷︸
area 1 and 2 coupling
. . .∆ fn ∆Pn ∆Pgn︸ ︷︷ ︸
Area n States
∆Pn1︸︷︷︸
area n and 1 coupling
]T ,
where, ∆ f j, ∆Pj, ∆Pg j are the deviation in jth control area frequency, turbine and governor
power output respectively and ∆Pi j is the deviation in the tie-line power flow between areas
i and j. The input U is a vector of control signals to the governors in the n control areas
defined as, U = [u1 u2 . . . un]T , and the vector d represent unmeasured feed forward load
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disturbances given by, d = [∆L1 ∆L2 . . . ∆Ln]T . The aggregate matrices Ac, Bc and Bdc
are given as
Ac =


A11 . . . A1n
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
An1 . . . Ann

 , Bc =


B11 04×1 . . . 04×1
04×1 B22 . . . 04×1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
04×1 04×1 . . . Bnn


,Bdc =


Bd11 04×1 . . . 04×1
04×1 Bd22 . . . 04×1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
04×1 04×1 . . . Bdnn


,
A j j =


−D j
H j
1
H j 0
−1
H j
0 −1Tj
1
Tj 0
−1
R jTg j
0 −1Tg j 0
B jk 0 0 0


, B j j =


0
0
1/Tg j
0


, Bdj j =


1/H j
0
0
0


, j = 1,2, . . . ,n,
An1 =

03×1 03×3
−Bn1 01×3

 , Ai j =

03×3 03×1
−Bi j 01×3

 , i = 1,2, . . . ,n−1, j = i+1,
A1n =

01×3 1/H1
03×3 03×1

 , A ji =

03×3 1/H j
01×3 0

 , j = 2,3, . . . ,n, i = j−1,
Considering only the frequency as the output variable, the aggregate output vector,
Y = [∆ f1 ∆ f2 . . . ∆ fn]T can be written as;
Y =CX , (6.9)
where,
C =


C11 C12 . . . C1n
C21 C22 . . . C2n
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Cn1 Cn2 . . . Cnn


,Cii =


1
0
0
0


T
,Ci j =


0
0
0
0


T
, i = 1,2, . . . ,n, j ≥ 1, j 6= i.
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6.3.2 Decomposed Model
For an interconnected power system, control actions in any area have an impact on the entire
interconnected system’s states, hence a centralised MPC formulation with constraints on tie-
line flows will lead to the most optimal generation allocations in real time [110]. However,
for a large system, solving a centralised problem is not feasible, therefore in this study a
DMPC scheme is proposed, with each distributed controller having its own model. The
decomposed model for each area is obtained by decomposing the input vector, U in (6.8)
into the local input, u j and other areas inputs, ucj while keeping the local, jth model states,
X j the same as that of centralised system, i.e. X j = X = [xc1, . . . ,xcj−1, xlj, xcj+1, . . . ,xcn]T ,
where xlj is the vector of locally measurable states and X cj = [xc1, . . . ,xcj−1, xcj+1, . . . ,xcn]T is
the vector of all the states in rest of the control areas. The decomposed model is then given
by:
˙X j = Ac jX j︸ ︷︷ ︸
system
states
+Bc ju j︸ ︷︷ ︸
local
input
+ Bcc ju
c
j︸ ︷︷ ︸
external
input
+ Bdc jd︸︷︷︸
load
disturbance
(6.10)
The output is given by:
y j =C jX j, (6.11)
where
Ac j = Ac, B
d
c j = B
d
c j = 1,2, . . . ,n,
Bcc j = matrix of columns of Bc corresponding to u
c
j.
Bc j = [0, . . . ,0,B j j,0, . . . ,0]T ,
C j = [0, . . .0,C j j,0, . . . ,0],
Using full system states for prediction is of higher importance as it makes the state predic-
tions inside different distributed controllers the same, which is required for maintaining the
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coupling tie-line variable constraints. Since the MPC implementation requires a discrete
model, the above decomposed model in (6.10) - (6.11) is converted to a discrete state-space
form as shown below:
X j(k+1)=A jX j(k)+B ju j(k)+Bcjucj(k)+Bdd(k), (6.12)
y j(k) =C jX j(k), (6.13)
The impact of load disturbances are included in the term Bdd(k), since the load disturbances
are not measurable, an observer is used to estimate it by using the local measurable states in
section 6.6.
Remark 3. Though the size of the individual model is as large as the full system states,
the computational demand does not increase in proportion, since the number of outputs
and inputs for each area are still 1. In addition, for a quadratic MPC control law the
computational matrices Fj, Φ j, Γcj and Ψ j, which are used to predict the free response of
the outputs, as given in (6.14), are computed off-line [164].
y j(k+N p|k) = Fjx j(k|k)+Φ ju j(k+N p|k)+Γcjucj(k|k)+Ψ jd(k). (6.14)
where,
Fj =


C jA j
.
.
.
C jA
Np
j

 , Φ j =


C jB j 0 . . . . . . 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
C jA
Np−1
j B j . . . . . . . . . C jB j

 ,
Ψ j =


C jBd
.
.
.
C jA
Np−1
j Bd + . . .+C jBd

 , Γcj =


C jBcj
.
.
.
C jA
Np−1
j B
c
j + . . .+C jBcj

 , j = 1,2, . . . ,n.
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6.3.3 Problem Formulation
The formulation of the SCDMPC scheme for AGC achieves a local control objective, while
maintaining the specific state constraints. For each area, the state constraints are decided de-
pending upon the network topology. Since the tie-line flow states are the coupling variables
between the physically connected areas, they are directly impacted by the control decision
in either area, hence it is appropriate to include all the associated tie-line flows of an area
as state constraints in the controller of that area. For example, the deviation in tie-line
flow, ∆Pi j acts as a coupling state between areas i and j and is impacted directly by the
inputs ui and u j, hence it is included as the state constraint in both the, ith and jth predictive
controllers. Thus, the state ∆Pi j is an overlapping state constraint between the controllers
of physically connected areas i and j. With this, the general SCDMPC formulation for the
model in (6.12) - (6.13) to minimise the predicted error in the local frequency output, y j over
Np samples by designing a trajectory of future manipulated variable u j over Nc samples is
given in (6.15.1) - (6.15.4).
J⋆ε j = min J(u j(k+Nc|k),ε j(k+Np|k)) = min
1
2
Nc−1∑
l=0
(∥∥u j(l+ k|k)∥∥2R
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
minimises governor input
+
1
2
Np−1
∑
l=1
(∥∥ε j(l+ k|k)∥∥2Q
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
minimises ∆ f j error
+
(∥∥ε j(Np + k|k)∥∥2Np
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆ f j error at k+Np
, (6.15.1)
where
ε j(l + k|k) = Re f j− y j(l + k|k), Re f j = 0, l = 1, . . . ,Np,
The objective in (6.15.1) minimises the frequency deviation as well as the governor input.
The limits on the governor inputs are defined by choosing the tighter bound between the
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turbine and governor valve. This constraint is given below:
u j ≤ u j(l+ k|k)≤ u j, l = 0, . . . ,Nc. (6.15.2)
The GRC is given by:
∆u j ≤ ∆u j(l+ k|k)≤ ∆u j, l = 0, . . . ,Nc. (6.15.3)
The limits on all the physically connected tie-lines for an area i are also added to each of the
ith controller as given below:
P j ≤ G jx j(l+ k|k)≤ P j, ∀ai j = 1, (6.15.4)
where,
G jx j(l+ k|k) = [∆Pjk(l + k|k) ∆Pi j(l+ k|k)]T , l = 1, . . . ,Np,
P j = [P jk Pi j]T , P j = [Pi j P jk]T , i = 1,2, . . . ,n.
Here, Np is the prediction horizon and Nc is the control horizon. The lower and upper flow
limits on any i jth tie-line are Pi j and Pi j. The input bounds are defined by ui and ui. The
generation rate limits are given by ∆u j and ∆u j. Re fi is the output set point vector of 0s
over Np samples for area i and ε j(k+Np|k) is the vector of size Np of predicted error in
∆ f j at the current time sample, k. u j(k+Nc|k) is the control move vector over Nc samples
calculated at the current time sample, k. The matrix Q is a symmetric weight matrix on the
output error variables and R is a symmetric penalty matrix on the input moves.
The problem in (6.15.1) - (6.15.4) is of a convex type and involves three terms. The
first term controls the future output behaviour, y j(l + k|k) by penalising frequency devia-
tions over a horizon of size Np−1. The second term controls the future control moves by
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penalising the governor input over the control horizon Nc. The last term penalises the ter-
minal error. The matrices Q, R are positive semi-definite and P is positive definite, which
are computed off line in such a way that the closed loop system is stable [165]. As long
as the problem is feasible, the result is a vector, u∗j(l + k|k) of control moves that satisfies
the constraints in (6.15.2) and (6.15.4). Such a solution achieves a bias free response even
under large disturbances, ∆L j > u¯ j or ∆L j < u j as shown in Theorem 6. The infeasibility
scenario is handled in Section 6.7.
Theorem 6. A feasible solution of (6.15.1) - (6.15.4) under ∆L j > u¯ j or ∆L j < u j satisfies
∆ f ⋆j = 0.
Proof. A feasible solution for an area, j will satisfy:
∆ f ⋆j = 0, (6.16)
Pi j ≤ ∆P⋆i j ≤ Pi j, (6.17)
u j ≤ u⋆j ≤ u j. (6.18)
Substituting ∆ f ⋆j = 0 in (2.1), (2.5) and (2.6) will give:
∆P⋆jk−∆P⋆i j = ∆L j−∆P⋆j (6.19)
∆P⋆j = ∆P⋆jg, (6.20)
∆P⋆jg = u
⋆
j . (6.21)
Using (6.20) and (6.21), (6.19) becomes:
∆P⋆jk−∆P⋆i j = ∆L j−u⋆j (6.22)
So if L j > u¯ j then ∆L j − u⋆j > 0 and if L j < u j then ∆L j − u⋆j < 0. Considering the case,
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∆L j −u⋆j > 0 results in:
∆L j−u⋆j = Λ j (6.23)
where Λ j > 0 is a constant. Using (6.23) in (6.22) leads to
∆P⋆jk−∆P⋆i j = Λ j (6.24)
The condition in (6.24) states that for ∆ f ⋆j = 0, when ∆L j − u⋆j < 0, the total deviation in
tie-line flows from an area j will be a non-zero value which also means that ∆P⋆i j ∈ R and
may or may not be equal to zero but is given by:
∆P⋆i j = λi j. (6.25)
where λi j ∈ R. Therefore if Pi j ≤ λi j ≤ Pi j the theorem is proved.
6.4 Application of the SCDMPC to a Power Network
An AGC scheme is often implemented using a Wide Area Control (WAC) scheme in a
power network as shown in Fig. 6.1 [166], where individual controllers are updated by
the WAC using communication network for control decision making. When the SCDMPC
scheme is implemented using WAC framework, the communication network is responsible
for sharing the system state information, i.e., X cj = [xc1, . . . ,xcj−1, xcj+1, . . . ,xcn], and input
signals, ucj(k) with each of the other control areas at every control sample. Using the shared
information, the full system state vector at the kth sample is obtained by rearranging and
appending with the locally measured states, xlj as Xm(k) = [xc1, . . . ,xcj−1, xlj xcj+1, . . . ,xcj]T
inside every controller. The vector Xm(k) can then be used as X j in (6.14) to predict the
output over the prediction horizon. However, due to the communication network latency,
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Fig. 6.1 AGC Scheme in a WAC Framework
the information of X cj and ucj can only be available with a few sample delays. Secondly, in
the actual system since the feed forward disturbance, d(k) is unknown, (6.12) is modified to
obtain the estimated values of the states as:
ˆX j(k+1)=A j ˆX j(k)+B ju j(k)+Bcjucj(k) (6.26)
To predict the output accurately using (6.14), the value of d(k) is needed, which is calcu-
lated as d(k) = Xm(k)− ˆX j(k), provided that Xm(k) is available. However, the measurements
from other areas, X cj and ucj will only be available with some sample delay given by, τ . This
necessitates the need for an observer to estimate d(k). Finally, from the controller point of
view, due to the presence of constraints on tie-line flow coupling states, and on the gover-
nor input under large disturbances, infeasibility can occur inside the SCDMPC solver while
solving (6.15.1) - (6.15.4). In the following sections a shifted prediction model, a distur-
bance estimator and an infeasibility solver algorithm to address the limitations discussed
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above are developed. The main assumption of the algorithm are:
6.5 Shifted Prediction to Handle Communication Delay
Let us assume that each control area receives the control input and state information from the
WAC with a same delay of τ > 0 samples. Using (6.12) a one sample ahead state prediction
equation while neglecting the load disturbance can be given as:
ˆX j(k− τ +1)=A jXm(k− τ)+B ju j(k− τ)+Bcjucj(k− τ) (6.27)
Simultaneously, the local inputs u j are available for all the instants from k− τ until k− 1
as these can be stored in a local buffer. However, the information of ucj is only available
until time instant k−τ . Under the assumption that the input ucj(k−τ + ι) = ucj(k−τ),∀ι =
1, . . .τ − 1 (6.28) is iterated over τ samples to get the estimated values of the full system
state, ˆX j(k) at the current sample k.
ˆX j(k− τ + ι +1)=A j ˆX j(k− τ + ι)+B ju j(k− τ + ι)+Bcjucj(k− τ) (6.28)
This estimate of the states will have error due to the unavailability of the feed forward
disturbances and hence a disturbance estimator is proposed in the next Section.
6.6 Disturbance Estimation
Let us assume that Co j is the output matrix corresponding to the locally measurable states
of area j. The output is then defined as:
y j(k) =Co jX j(k), (6.29)
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where, Co j is the output matrix corresponding to the local states, measurable at area j. Then
a disturbance signal, d(k) can be developed, capturing the load disturbances, measurement
noise and model uncertainties as:
d(k+1) = d(k). (6.30)
Using (6.30) and (6.12) the following augmented model for the disturbance estimator design
is obtained [126];
z(k+1) = Aoz(k)+Bou j(k)+Bcoucj(k), (6.31)
y(k) =Coz(k)
where;
Ao =

 A j Bd
O1 I

 ; Bo =

 B j
O

 ; Bco =

 Bcj
O

 ;
Co =
[
C j O
]
, j = 1,2, . . .n
where O1, O and I denote the zero and identity matrices, respectively, of compatible dimen-
sions. The pair of matrices (Ao,Co) is observable if the original system (A j,C j) is observ-
able. Now, a full observer is designed to estimate the augmented state variable z(k) at the
sample k. Assume that an observer gain Kob is chosen, such that the closed-loop observer
error system (Ao−KobCo) is stable with a desired response speed. Then, the augmented
state variable z(k) is estimated using the following equation:
zˆ(k+1)=Aozˆ(k)+Bou j(k)+Bcoucj(k)+Kob(y j(k)−Cozˆ(k)). (6.32)
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With the estimated state variable zˆ(k), the estimated signal ˆd(k) is obtained, which is then
used in the output prediction equation (6.14). The actual implementation with the shifted
prediction and disturbance estimation in a WAC framework is shown in Fig. 6.2
6.7 Infeasibility Handling by Constraints Softening
Under feasible scenario, solving (6.15.2) and (6.15.4) results in a vector, u∗j(l + k|k) of
control moves that satisfies the constraints in (6.15.2) and (6.15.4) for the model in (6.12) -
(6.13), and only the first move is implemented. However, any MPC formulation having state
and input constraints can encounter infeasibility under large feed-forward disturbances. The
traditional approach in MPC minimises the constraint violations on the soft and less priori-
tised state constraints to recover from dynamic infeasibility [167]. Such a methodology is
limited when the problem size is of concern, even if the violations are tolerable. Hence, a
strategy, which works by removing the tie-line state constraints but adds a reference of zero
on these variables, until the system recovers from the infeasibility is proposed. Adding a
set-point of zero on tie-line flow deviations is in agreement with the AGC problem, because
the feasible space of tie-line flow includes zero. Now, in order to set a reference on the
constrained states, which are the tie-lines flow deviation, the output signal is selected to be
the ACE signal instead of only just frequency by changing the output matrix to M, given
in (6.33).
yACEj (k) = M jX j(k) = β j∆ f j +∆Pjk−∆Pi j, (6.33)
M =


M11 M12 . . . M1n
M21 M22 . . . M2n
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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,
i = 2,3, . . . ,n, j = i−1.
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Here, M j = jth row of matrix M, β j is a positive frequency bias for area j, yACEj is the
ACE for area j. Switching the system output from ∆ f j to ACE j converts the state con-
straint problem in (6.15.1) - (6.15.4) into the traditional DMPC based ACE regulation prob-
lem [127, 129, 131, 168]. This formulation does not have constraints on the coupling vari-
ables and is given in (6.34.1) - (6.34.2).
J⋆δ j = min J(u j(k+Nc|k),δ j(k+Np|k)) = min
1
2
Nc−1∑
l=0
(∥∥u j(l+ k|k)∥∥2R
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
minimises governor input
+
1
2
Np−1
∑
l=1
(∥∥δ j(l+ k|k)∥∥2Q
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
minimises ACE j error
+
∥∥δ j(Np+ k|k)∥∥2Np , (6.34.1)
u j ≤ u j(l+ k|k)≤ u¯ j, l = 0, . . . ,Nc, (6.34.2)
∆u j ≤ ∆u j(l+ k|k)≤ ∆u j, l = 0, . . . ,Nc. (6.34.3)
where, δ j(l+ k|k) = Re f j− yACEj (l+ k|k), l = 1, . . . ,Np. The limits on the governor inputs
in (6.34.2) are defined by choosing the tighter bound between the turbine and governor
valve, and the GRC are specified in (6.34.3). The vector δ j(k+Np|k) has calculated values
of the predicted error in yACEj for next Np samples calculated at current sample, k. The
objective in (6.34.1) minimises the ACE deviation as well as the governor input. The use
of ACE as the control variable is widely accepted in traditional AGC, as it pushes both
frequency and tie-line flow deviations to zero. Whenever any of the optimisation solvers
in the distributed controllers encounter infeasibility, an alarm is raised and the controller
switches to the ACE based formulation for the current sample control decision computation
as shown in Algorithm 3. Please note this does not require any change in the controller
structure and the decision variables remain the same.
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Algorithm 3 :SCDMPC Algorithm with Infeasibility Solver
Initialise WAC and individual controllers, i.e., Xm(k), X j(k), u j(k), ucj(k), d(k)
initialise a vector of size τ for ucj and u j
for k = 1 to Simulation Time do
for j = 1 to n do
gather Xm(k− τ), ucj(k− τ)
measure xlj(k) and u j(k−1)
end for
for j = 1 to n do
solve (6.27) and (6.28)
solve (6.32) to obtain ˆdk
Predict Y by solving (6.14)
Solve problem in (6.15.1) - (6.15.4)
if infeasible then
Solve problem in (6.34.1) - (6.34.3)
end if
update control move u∗j(k)
j ← j+1
end for
for j = 1 to n do
implement u∗j(k) in subsystem j
measure xlj(k)
share u∗j(k) and xlj(k) with WAC
j ← j+1
end for
k ← k+1
end for
6.7.1 SCDMPC Algorithm
The overall implementation algorithm of the SCDMPC scheme is given in Algorithm 3,
which comprises an initialisation part and computation part. The computation part consist of
a shifted prediction model to accommodate communication delay, a disturbance estimator,
an output prediction block, an optimiser to solve the SCDMPC problem and an infeasibility
solver. The interaction with WAC happens during sharing and gathering information steps.
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6.8 Optimality of SCDMPC
In this theorem 7, the optimality of SCDMPC over the traditional DMPC is proven.
Theorem 7. If u⋆j and u∗j are respectively the steady state, converged solution of (6.15.1) -
(6.15.4) and (6.34.1) - (6.34.3) then J⋆ε j ≤ J∗δ j .
Proof. Since u∗j is the optimal solution of (6.34.1) - (6.34.3) it will satisfy both ∆ f j = 0,∀ j =
1, . . . ,n and ∆P∗i j = 0, ∀, i j : ai j = 1. Hence u∗j is also a feasible but may not be the optimal
solution of (6.15.1) - (6.15.4) as the feasible region spanned by the bounds on tie-line, ∆Pi j
and ¯∆Pi j includes zero. Now if u∗j is the optimal solution of (6.15.1) - (6.15.4) then it must
satisfy
Jε j(u
∗
j(k+Nc|k),εj(k+Np|k)) = J⋆ε j (6.17)
In case it does not satisfy (6.17) then by virtue of the optimisation it must respect (6.18)
because J⋆ε j is optimal.
Jε j(u
∗
j(k+Nc|k),εj(k+Np|k))≥ J⋆ε j (6.18)
With (6.17) and (6.18) the theorem’s statement is proved.
6.9 Simulations Scenarios
A three area power network as shown in Fig. 6.3 is used for the simulation studies with a
sampling time of 0.2s. The system parameters are given in Table 6.1 [131]. The simulation
scenarios are described as follows:
1. The first scenario has disturbance patterns as shown in Fig. 6.4(a), which are designed
to showcase the self smoothing, optimisation and bias free control capability of the
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SCDMPC formulation in the presence of communication delay of 2 time samples and
infeasibility.
2. The second scenario considers more realistic disturbances that arise with the integra-
tion of RESs. The wind speed fluctuation data is taken from [163] and a DFIG dy-
namic model is simulated to get the wind output fluctuations as shown in Fig. 6.7(a).
Table 6.1 Generation and SCDMPC Parameters
Number of areas n 3
Prediction horizon: Np 60
Droop Characteristic R j [0.03, 0.07, 0.05]
Constraint States area 1 [∆P12, ∆P31]
Total Damping: D j [2, 2.75, 2.4]
Constraint States area 3 [∆P31, ∆P23]
Turbine Time Constant: Tj [50, 10, 30]
Tie-line flows limits:[Pi j ¯Pi j] [−0.2 0.2]
Total Inertia: H j [3.5, 4.0, 3.75]
Input constraints: ui u¯ j [−0.3 0.3]
GRC constraints: ∆ui ¯∆u j [−0.02 0.02]
Frequency Bias: β j [3, 3, 3]
Output Weights: Qi [100, 100, 100]
Governor Time Constant: TG j [40, 25, 32]
Input penalty ¯R : [0.05, 0.05, 0.05]
Tie-line gain: Bi j [7.54, 7.54, 7.54]
Constraint States area 2 [∆P23, ∆P12]
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The dynamics of each area is modeled by (6.12) - (6.13), with the estimator in (6.32).
The performance of the proposed SCDMPC methodology in (6.15.1) - (6.15.4) is compared
with the traditional DMPC scheme given in (6.34.1) - (6.34.3). To solve the quadratic
optimisation problem the Hildreth programming technique in [124] is used.
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6.10 Results Discussion: Simulation Scenario 1
The results for scenario 1 are shown in Figs. 6.4 - 6.6. The system is in steady state until
t = 10s when the disturbance occurs, after which it undergoes a transient. From Fig. 6.5(a)
it is evident that in both SCDMPC and DMPC scheme it takes approximately the same time
for the transients to settle. However, at the steady state the frequency response is bias-free
in the SCDMPC scheme but not in DMPC scheme. The biased response in DMPC occurs
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Flow in pu
because the load loss in area 2 is more than the lower operational limit for the steam turbine
in the area and hence the local controller cannot compensate the load loss fully. However,
in the case of the SCDMPC scheme, the interconnected areas share power optimally via the
tie-lines as shown in Fig. 6.5(b)-(d), where area 2 exports power to areas 1 and 3 as ∆P12
becomes negative and ∆P23 becomes positive. This inter-area exchange of power while
maintaining tie-line flow thermal limits not only compensates the load changes but also
minimises the individual control area’s effort as seen in the plot of turbine power output in
Fig. 6.4(b)-(d). The plots clearly indicate that the turbine output power deviation is much
smaller in SCDMPC scheme when compared with DMPC scheme, which follows local load
disturbances. The total control action in the three areas in both schemes is only −0.2 p.u.
but individual control actions in the SCDMPC scheme are minimised. This is also seen in
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the governor input in the three areas in Fig. 6.6(a) - (c). During this simulation the SCDMPC
scheme encountered infeasibility during the initial transients after t = 10s, which leads to
an increased cost function momentarily at as seen in Figs. 6.6(d). However, it recovers
successfully by switching to the formulation in (6.34.1)- (6.34.3) while the tie-line flows
reach within bounds.
To summarise, with the SCDMPC scheme having shifted prediction, disturbance esti-
mations and an infeasibility solver, the control effort in each area does not have to match the
local disturbances, rather the total sum of load disturbances in all the areas will be matched
with the total generation change. The potential of this methodology in smoothing out the
disturbance by sharing power in real time among the areas is thus confirmed. The total cost
function for all the 3 areas for a simulation time of 300s is given in Fig. 6.6(d). The to-
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tal cost function for 300 samples in SCDMPC formulation based on (6.15.1) is only 4.8%
of the cost function of the DMPC scheme with ACE regulation (6.34.1) as mentioned in
Fig. 6.6(d). The computation time and infeasibility flags are shown in the left column plots
in Fig. 6.10.
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6.11 Results Discussion: Simulation Scenario 2
The results for scenario 2 are given in Figs. 6.7 - 6.9. As expected with the RES gener-
ation fluctuations the SCDMPC methodology regulates the frequency deviation as shown
in Fig. 6.8(a) with much less control effort as shown in Fig. 6.9(c)-(d). This leads to a
smaller cost function as shown in Fig. 6.9(d). The total cost function for 300 samples in the
SCDMPC case was only about 5.2% of the total cost function in the existing ACE regulation
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based DMPC methodology. This has been possible due to real time power sharing between
areas as shown in the tie-line flow plots in Figs. 6.8(b) - (d). Since the tie-line flows never
cross the bounds there was no infeasibility encountered in this scenario. A comparison of
the computation time of SCDMPC with DMPC and infeasibility flag status are also given
in the right column plots in Fig. 6.10.
Based on the theoretical discussions and the above results a qualitative comparison of
SCDMPC with DMPC scheme is given in Table 6.2
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6.12 Summary
The new translational MPC theory is developed for AGC of an interconnected power system
as the SCDMPC scheme. The SCDMPC scheme is validated to regulate frequency devia-
tions while constraining tie-line flows. A shifted prediction methodology is developed to
handle communication delays and a disturbance estimator is also proposed to estimate the
Table 6.2 Comparison of SCDMPC with DMPC
Attribute SCDMPC DMPC
Settling time (Scenario 1) 100 sec 110 sec
Steady state error (Scenario 1) 0 Hz 0.004 Hz
Control effort (Sc. 1/Sc 2) 4.8%/5.2% 100%/100%
Network utilisation optimal sub-optimal
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feed forward load disturbance. An infeasibility solving algorithm is also given to handle the
conflicting constraints situations, which can occur due to large disturbances. This study has
shown that the proposed SCDMPC scheme will not only improve the control performance,
but will also lead to cost benefits by allowing power sharing between interconnected areas
for AGC as well as better network utilisation. For large disturbance scenarios, the method-
ology shows both, better bias free control and thermal performance. The new SCDMPC
scheme has shown an added benefit of self-smoothing of disturbances across geographically
distributed areas while maintaining the generation capacity and GRC constraints. To sum-
marise, in the presence of high fluctuations and large forecast error, the proposed SCDMPC
scheme gives improved controller performance and reduced AGC cost while maintaining
all the constraints on generation and the network.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this chapter the summary of the research conducted in the thesis and the research findings
are presented and future research directions are recommended.
The motivation of the research is this thesis is the fact that as the demand and supply uncer-
tainty increases with a high penetration of renewable energy sources and flexible consumer
loads the power system operational philosophy needs to evolve. Therefore, the work in this
thesis mainly explores the existing methods of ED and AGC operations and identifies the
research opportunity to improve these operations in the context of volatile generation loads
by developing new optimal control methodologies.
7.1 Research Summary
1. In Chapter 3, an optimal linear feedback control law is developed using the EIDMPC
scheme to achieve a fast frequency response using Demand Response (DR) alongside
the GR to supplement the traditional AGC. The methodology optimally decides the
contribution of DR and GR at every control sample by minimising an objective func-
tion. The motivation behind the use of DR for Frequency Control Ancillary Services
(FCAS) is the increasing deregulation of electricity supply industry, which allows the
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distributed loads to participate in FCAS via an aggregator. The dynamic model of a
control area is also modified by utilising the relationship between tie-line flows and
load angles to convert the EIDMPC scheme to a reference tracking problem so that it
is independent of the communication network latency or failure.
It is shown that EIDMPC based optimal control law is successful in rejecting un-
known disturbances and optimising the control effort while improving the control
performance. Such a control scheme reduces the wear and tear on the turbine and
governor system and is capable of rejecting sudden fluctuations in the RES output.
Faster settling time and bias free control are other benefits of including DR in fre-
quency regulation.
2. In Chapter 4, an optimal distributed PI based NCOAGC law is developed to achieve
RT economic dispatch while maintaining network flow thermal limits. The theoreti-
cal development is based on an aggregated model of a control area whose dynamics
are represented by a thermal power plant. By using classical optimisation theory a
NCOAGC law of the form of a PI control is derived, which combines the goals of ED
and AGC in RT. The stability of the controller is also proven by using the Lyapunov
theory.
The main benefits of the NCOAGC law are a restriction of the tie-line power flows
within their thermal rating limits, minimisation of the cost of AGC, and self-smoothing
of disturbances across the interconnected areas, which maximises network utilisation.
The proposed NCOAGC methodology provides a potential means for power system
operators to manage an increased penetration of RESs while reducing the associated
FCAS cost.
3. In Chapter 5, the practical implementation of the NCOAGC law in an actual power
system with diverse energy resources with multiple power plants with-in a control
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area is investigated and necessary enhancements are identified. Based on the en-
hancements required, different generation technologies are studied for application of
the extended NCOAGC law and an optimal controller parameter design algorithm
is also proposed. In order to rigourously test the controllers a model of a four area
interconnected power system with 40 buses is developed in the DIgSILENT power
factory platform and numerical studies are conducted under nonlinear network flows
and dynamic bus voltages.
The proposed extended NCOAGC controller not only optimally allocates the AGC
signal among multiple areas but also distributes the signal optimally among multiple
generators within a single control area so that the individual generators settle to an
optimal dispatch point in RT. The DIgSILENT numerical study results with nonlinear
tie-line flow dynamics and dynamic voltages at the control area buses indicate that
under different operating scenarios, including non-dispatchable variable wind gener-
ation if the controller gains are designed considering the diverse energy resources,
the NCOAGC improves overall control and cost performance in comparison to the
traditional AGC scheme.
4. In Chapter 6, a SCDMPC methodology is proposed to obtain RT economic dispatch
under large forecast error in demand while maintaining all the system constraints
constraints. The SCDMPC scheme maintains the coupling constraints on tie-line flow
deviations in addition to the generation capacity and rate constraints. In order to
handle conflicting constraint situations that may arise due to large disturbances, an
infeasibility handling algorithm is proposed. To avoid the prediction error due to feed
forward disturbances a disturbance estimator is also proposed and a shifted prediction
methodology is proposed to manage communication delays.
This study has shown that the SCDMPC scheme will not only improve the control
performance but will also lead to cost benefits by allowing power sharing between in-
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terconnected areas for AGC as well as better network utilisation. For large disturbance
scenarios, the methodology shows both, better bias free control and thermal perfor-
mance. The new SCDMPC scheme has shown an added benefit of self-smoothing
of disturbances across geographically distributed areas. To summarise, in the pres-
ence of high fluctuations, the proposed SCDMPC scheme gives improved controller
performance with added benefits of reduced AGC cost and higher robustness towards
parameter uncertainty.
Overall the developed methodologies are shown to provide benefits in control and cost per-
formance over the existing methods. From the industry point of view these methodologies
are shown to be very relevant for supporting a high penetration of renewable energy re-
sources and Deferring infrastructure investments.
7.2 Future Research
7.2.1 Multiple Distributed Resources for FCAS
DR participation from PHEVs, EVs and OLC, is widely explored currently and the devel-
oped EIDMPC methodology can be expanded to include such resources along with their
dynamic models and operational constraints to obtain a fast and optimal control, which is
implemented using an aggregator business model.
7.2.2 Hierarchical Control for Aggregator based FCAS
As the participation of DR will increase from a wide variety of resources at the consumer
end, the functionality and responsibility of an aggregator will increase. It will become
necessary to maintain the limits of the DR devices from a safety as well as a consumer’s
comfort point of view by the aggregator instead of the AGC or EIDMPC algorithms. To
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meet such requirements a hierarchical control scheme, which operates in coordination with
the secondary frequency controller like developed EIDMPC shall be explored. At the same
time a new computational algorithm for constrained optimisation solution may be needed
to maintain a faster computational speed at the aggregator level. Ideally the aggregator
computation time must be smaller than the main EIDMPC controller. A combination of
heuristics and optimisation theory can pave the way for these developments.
7.2.3 Extending NCOAGC Framework
The NCOAGC presented in this thesis, considerers thermal limits on the tie-line flows and
is extended for the multiple and hybrid generators within a control area. However, the con-
straints on the generation capacity and rate are imposed directly on the plant simulation. In
times when large disturbances occur and generation constraints are hit, the solution from
NCOAGC tends to become suboptimal. Including operational constraints on the generation
capacity and rate therefore will further improve the performance of the controller.
The transmission and interconnection networks in power systems are often designed con-
servatively and including a methodology to find dynamic line rating in the ED framework
to form constraints on the tie-line may further improve the economic performance of the
controller.
7.2.4 Investigation of SCDMPC
The SCDMPC methodology presented in the thesis is proven to give better performance in
comparison to the existing DMPC schemes. To further establish its benefits, the optimality
of SCDMPC with respect to a centralised MPC need to be investigated further. The coupled
constraints on tie-line flow states and the input constraints lead to infeasibility scenarios,
which are handled by means of an infeasibility handling algorithm in the thesis and it will
be worthwhile to investigate the impact of this infeasibility solver on the stability of the
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closed loop system.
7.3 Closure
In this thesis, the traditional methods of power system operation under volatile supply and
demand condition are investigated and new methodologies for real time frequency control
and generation dispatch are developed. The effectiveness of the methodologies in reducing
operations cost and improving control performance is established by theoretical proofs and
simulation studies.
Appendix A
Appendix
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Table A.1 Steam Turbine Governor Parameters
K Controller gain(pu) 20
T1 Governor Time constant(s) 0.2
T2 Governor Derivative time constant (s) 1
T3 Servo Time constant (s) 0.6
K1 High pressure turbine factor (pu) 0.3
k2 high pressure turbine factor (pu) 0
T5 Intermediate pressure turbine time constant (s) 0.5
K3 Intermediate pressure turbine factor (pu) 0.25
K4 Intermediate pressure turbine (pu) 0
T6 Medium pressure turbine time constant (s) 0.8
K5 Medium pressure turbine factor (pu) 0.3
K6 Medium pressure turbine factor (pu) 0
T4 High pressure turbine time constant(s) 0.6
T7 low pressure turbine time constant (s) 1
K7 Low pressure turbine factor (pu) 0.15
K8 Low pressure turbine factor (pu) 0
PNhp HP turbine rated power 0
PNhp LP tubrine rated power 0
Uc Valve closing time (pu/s) 0.3
Pmin Minimum gate limit (pu) 0
Uo Valve opening time (pu/s) 0.3
Pmax Maximum gate limit (pu) 1
Table A.2 Hydro Turbine Governor Parameters
r temporary droop 0.1
Tr Governor Time constant (s) 10
T f Filter time constant(s) 0.05
T g Servo time constant (s) 0.3
Tw Eater starting time (s) 0.51
At Turbine gain (pu) 1.15
Pturb turbine rated power (MW) 0
Dturb frictional losses factor pu (pU) 0.01
qnl No load flow (pu) 0.08
R permanent Droop (pu) 20
Gmin Minimum gate velocity (pu) 0
Velm Gate velocity limit (pu) 0.1
Gmax Maximum gate limit (pu) 1
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Table A.3 CCGT Parameters
Ecr Fuel system delay (s) 0.01
T f d Fuel Control Delay Time (s) 0.0625
K3 Variable Fuel Supply Scalar (pu) 0.77
T f Fuel system delay (s) 0.4
T cd Turbine time delay (s) 0.1
K6 No load fuel (pu) 0.23
K4 Radiation shield prop. Factor (pu) 0.8
K5 Radiation shield Integr. Factor (pu) 0.2
T 3 Radiation shield time constant (s) 15
Kdrp Speed controller gain (pu) 25
T drp Speed controller Der. Time constant (s) 0.05
Tt Temperature controller time constant (s) 450
T s temperature controller gain (pu) 3.3
T 4 Thermocouple time constant(s) 0.5
Etd Turbine exhaust transport delay (s) 0.01
Tr rated exhaust temperature (grd.F) 950
a f 1 Turbine 1th factor (pu) 700
b f 1V Turbine 2th factor (pu) 550
T v Valve positioner time constant (pu) 0.05
T c Temperature Control (grd.F) 950
Trate Turbine Rated Power (MW) 128
Flmin minimum fuel limit (pu) 0.15
f lmax maximum fuel limit (pu) 0.7692
Tigv IGV actuator time constant (s) 3
Ti IGV controller time constant (s) 20
Ki IGV controller gain (pu) 4
Ecr Fuel system delay (s) 0.01
Flmin minimum fuel limit (pu) 0.15
igvmin1 igv min limit (pu) 0.095
f lmax maximum fuel limit (pu) 0.7692
igvmax1 V igv max limit (pu) 1.32
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Table A.4 OCGT Parameters
Ecr Fuel system delay (s) 0.01
T f d Fuel Control Delay Time (s) 0.0625
K3 Variable Fuel Supply Scalar (pu) 0.77
T f Fuel system delay (s) 0.4
T cd Turbine time delay (s) 0.1
K6 No load fuel (pu) 0.23
K4 Radiation shield prop. Factor (pu) 0.8
K5 Radiation shield Integr. Factor (pu) 0.2
T 3 Radiation shield time constant (s) 15
Kdrp Speed controller gain (pu) 25
T drp Speed controller Der. Time constant (s) 0.05
Tt Temperature controller time constant (s) 450
T s temperature controller gain (pu) 3.3
T 4 Thermocouple time constant(s) 0.5
Etd Turbine exhaust transport delay (s) 0.01
Tr rated exhaust temperature (grd.F) 950
a f 1 Turbine 1th factor (pu) 700
b f 1V Turbine 2th factor (pu) 550
T v Valve positioner time constant (pu) 0.05
T c Temperature Control (grd.F) 950
Trate Turbine Rated Power (MW) 128
Flmin minimum fuel limit (pu) 0.15
f lmax maximum fuel limit (pu) 0.7692
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